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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Technocracy is the proverbial operating system for the “superclass,” a centralized global elite that

is working toward securing the exclusive ownership of all the world’s assets, reducing the rest of

us to indebted serfs.

While the plans for a NWO based on technocracy, i.e., The Great Reset and the Fourth Industrial

Revolution, are clearly outlined on websites like that of the World Economic Forum (WEF), and

world leaders are using these terms on a regular basis, when people point out the nefarious

meaning of these terms, they’re typically dismissed as loony conspiracy theorists.

But the NWO is no conspiracy theory. It’s not even theory. It’s a fact, and details of the plan are

publicly available for anyone willing to look at them. As noted by Russell Brand in the featured

video, the way you stay in power is by discrediting the opposition. Calling the opposition crackpot

is the oldest trick in the book.

The best defense is to grow thicker skin and simply ignore the slander. At this point, the time

between conspiracy theory and fact ranges from weeks to mere hours, so the time of suffering for

truth tellers has become fairly negligible.

The price we’ll pay for ignoring truth will be far more severe, as it’ll cost us literally everything —

our Nnancial wealth, our material possessions, our health and bodily autonomy, our freedom and

any possibility of pursuing happiness on our own terms.

By now, it’s become clear that the NWO intends to implement a programmable currency that would

give the central banks unprecedented and previously unimaginable power over your spending.

The COVID pandemic has been used to justify the implementation of a global biosecurity strategy

with increased tracking and surveillance, and war will put the Nnal nail in the coRn of the global

economy and supply chains. With all of this currently underway, our opportunity to change course

is short.

De0ning the NWO

Aiding the NWO in their effort is mainstream media. While that’s been the case for many decades,

it’s only in the last couple of years that their role has become transparent. In a blog detailing the

historical background of the NWO, Iain Davis explains:

“The mainstream media (MSM) role is to confuse and mislead the public. They do not

want the people to know what the NWO really is. They hide its history and generally deny

its existence ... The MSM insist that when US Presidents talk about the NWO they are

simply referring to changes in the behavioral norms, regulations and laws that broadly

shape international relations.

This may be the case, but that doesn’t alter the fact that the NWO has a precise historical

meaning ... It is clear than many presidents, prime ministers and geoplitical experts have

referred to the NWO in its proper context ...

Contrary to the opinions of propagandists and debunkers, the NWO is a deIned globalist

project. The objective is to establish global governance. It was inaugurated more than 100

years ago and it has undergone numerous changes over subsequent generations.

While it wields immense political inNuence, it is not ‘all powerful.’ The NWO is tyrannical

and oppressive by nature, hence the need for subterfuge and concealment. Its architects

cannot simply enforce their dictatorship and expect to get away with it. We would resist,

and if we did so in suPcient numbers there’s not much the NWO could do about it.

Therefore, we need to be controlled by other means. Education, society, culture,

economics, party politics, Inance, applied psychology, behavior modiIcation, censorship,

propaganda, war and crisis management are all used to maneuver us into accepting the

NWO’s policy agendas.

We persistently fall into this trap because we imagine our ‘elected’ leaders are making the

‘big’ decisions: they’re not.”

The Father of the NWO

The NWO traces back to Cecil Rhodes,  a British business man and founder of De Beers

Consolidated Mining. At his death in 1902, he bequeathed an immense fortune to the creation of a

number of public foundations, a secret society, and a new world government based on the British

empire. This NWO — delineated in Rhodes’ 1877 manifesto, “Confession of Faith”  — was to be:

“... ruled from its center by an Anglo-American elite who would exercise their control by

covertly collaborating with, and manipulating, the world’s political, economic, scientiIc

and cultural leaders. In order to exert their covert power, the group Rhodes created had to

be a secret organization. As such, it wasn’t given any formal identiIcation.

Nor was it some sort of quasi-mystical, funny handshake brigade, though many of its

members were also in other secret societies which were, but rather a group by voluntary

association, shared interest and a united common purpose.

Membership was offered based upon power and inNuence. Those who joined, agreed to

take action in pursuit of the society’s aims. It wasn’t just a talking shop. They meant

business.

The constituent groups came to be known by many names. ‘Milner’s Kindergarten,’ ‘The

Round Table Group,’ ‘the Rhodes Crowd,’ ‘the Times Crowd,’ ‘The Chatham House Crowd,’

‘All Souls Group’ and ‘the Cliveden set’ have all been names given to various organizations

within this secret society over the years.

It worked on the basis of ‘rings within rings.’ At the center was a small group, ‘the Society

of the Elect,’ who inNuenced the development and activities of its larger, working groups ...

However, all members agreed to the key objective. To establish a single global

government, which some people today refer to as the ‘New World Order.’”

Confession of Faith

Here, in Rhodes’ own words, is how he described his vision for a one-world government in

“Confession of Faith”:

“I contend that we [i.e., the Anglo-Saxons] are the Inest race in the world and that the

more of the world we inhabit the better it is for the human race. Just fancy those parts

that are at present inhabited by the most despicable specimens of human beings …

Why should we not form a secret society with but one object: the furtherance of the

British Empire and the bringing of the whole uncivilised world under British rule for the

recovery of the United States for the making the Anglo-Saxon race but one Empire ...

To forward such a scheme what a splendid help a secret society would be, a society not

openly acknowledged but who would work in secret for such an object …

Let us form the same kind of society a Church ... A society which should have members in

every part of the British Empire working with one object and one idea. We should have its

members placed at our universities and our schools and should watch the English youth

passing through their hands ...

For fear that death might cut me off before the time for attempting its development I

leave all my worldly goods in trust to S. G. Shippard and the Secretary for the Colonies at

the time of my death to try to form such a Society with such an object.”

The NWO Is Playing a Long Game

In 1891, Rhodes, together with W.T. Stead, Lord Nathan Rothschild and Reginald Baliol Brett, a

friend and adviser to the British monarchy, joined forces to set Rhodes’ plan for global domination

into motion.

Two months after Rhodes’ death in 1902, the decade-old NWO group established the Pilgrims

Society to create a “special relationship” between the wealthiest individuals in Great Britain and its

former colony, the United States of America.

“The diPculty many people have in grasping the way the NWO wield power often stems

from their focus upon the long game,” Davis writes.  “Their strategy isn’t built upon quick

proIts or immediate successes. Like any well-made plan, they know things will go awry.

But each move is a step along the path to the ultimate objective of a New World Order.

It doesn’t just span years but rather decades, across generations or even centuries.

Inexorably moving towards the global economic and political dictatorship they are

determined to create. Something they are currently very close to achieving thanks to their

creation of the climate emergency ...

Foundations were made ‘tax exempt’ in the U.S. as ‘charitable’ organizations by the

Revenue Act of 1917. This enabled the wealthiest people on Earth to fund their various

social engineering projects without the need to pay any income tax. Income tax is only for

the little people ...

By presenting the outward appearance of benevolent ‘foundations,’ numerous groups ...

work behind closed doors to achieve the societies’ geopolitical aims ...

As technology has advanced the goal of centralized authority over a global governance

structure has become more attainable. While the manipulation and control techniques

have advanced, the goal hasn’t changed ...

There have always been people who wish to rule and many more who are content to be

ruled. Our collective obedience to authority guarantees tyranny. The NWO is by no means

the Irst kleptocracy to have cultivated and exploited our compliance.

Like all the empires that preceded it, from its inception the proposed NWO was designed

to take the form of a public-private partnership between government and an immensely

wealthy ‘Superclass’ ...

Elected politicians, and the governments they formed, were always the junior partners in

this network. Many were hand picked for their malleability, predisposition to corruption or

loyalty to the NWO project.

With the intelligence and security agencies thoroughly co-opted, the deep state — the

‘state within the state’ or ‘shadow state’ — Nourished ... Policy agendas were set and then

political puppets were installed to sell the desired policies to the people, no matter who

they voted for. ”

War Leads to Consolidation of Power

As noted by Davis, while many wealthy charities and foundations claim to be promoters of peace,

the real agenda is anything but. War is a favored NWO strategy. It’s a means to an end, as war

provides economic stimulus and social change that can then be used to consolidate and

centralize power.

“Once you know this, even mainstream interpretations of history render this glaringly

obvious,” Davis writes.  “Every signiIcant conNict ends in a negotiated peace conference

and every negotiation establishes further centralization of power within larger regional

bodies or intergovernmental organizations, consistently eroding sovereignty and

consolidating power.”

Resource Wars

Will the war in Ukraine end up serving the same NWO purpose? Possibly. During a March 28, 2022,

investment conference, BlackRock CEO Larry Fink stated that “Russia’s war on Ukraine will trigger

a new world order, taking globalization into a different phase.”

The destruction of global supply chains will force companies to seek new suppliers closer to the

point of demand, but while many interpreted Fink’s comments as the war bringing an end of

globalization, Fink stated that the new system “still means globalization” but under “a different

framework.”

While we may not yet be able to see what this reorganization will look like, there’s no doubt that

we’re about to enter what journalist Michael Lind refers to as “resource wars,”  with every nation

on the planet scrounging to secure their own needs from a suddenly choked-off supply of crucial

goods and energy that have been outsourced and offshored for decades. As noted by Lind:

“Even the beneIciaries of U.S. dependence on China — Silicon Valley, universities, Wall

Street, ‘green’ technologies that need Chinese imports — are being forced to acknowledge

that we still live in a material world in which countries can be great powers even if they do

not dominate global banking and insurance markets, on the basis of mining energy and

minerals, growing crops, and making physical things.

Russia and Ukraine together are responsible for more than a quarter of global wheat

exports. Russia and Belarus together produce nearly half of the global exports of potash,

a critical nutrient used in fertilizers, while Russia produces more than a Ifth of the

ammonia exports used in global agriculture.

For its part, China dominates global production of many essential minerals, both directly

— producing 63% of rare earths and 45% of molybdenum — and indirectly, by investing in

lithium mines in Australia, platinum mines in South Africa, and cobalt mines in the

Democratic Republic of Congo.”

The ‘Green’ Fantasy

Lind goes on to discuss the doomed ideology of the environmental movement, which claims we

can go “green” without forgoing our standard of living. According to experts on mineral

production,  to achieve the goal to make all vehicles in the U.K. electric by 2050, using the most

resource-frugal next-gen batteries, will require the U.K. to annually import twice the total annual

cobalt produced worldwide, nearly all of the neodymium produced globally, and three-quarters of

the world’s lithium.

And that’s just for the U.K. Other European countries and the U.S. also say they want all vehicles to

be electric by 2050. In short, the environmental idealists’ goal to do away with gas powered

vehicles is a pipedream. There aren’t enough mineral resources for even a small country like the

U.K. to achieve it within the next four decades. The same goes for green energy.

Aside from that, “clean” energy isn’t clean, so the entire premise is a fraud. Solar, wind and hydro

power equipment all require natural gas, oil and minerals.  So, such transitions achieve nothing in

terms of environmental protection. We still need the same massive mines, the same gas and oil

extraction.

Some of this “green” equipment is also toxic and near-impossible to dispose of once they reach

their useful lifespan. Wind turbines, for example, are deemed “hazardous waste” and cannot be

disposed of or recycled thanks to the toxicity of the carbon and glass-Nber used in their

construction. Each blade can weigh up to 15 tons, and as of yet, no one has Ngured out how to

safely dispose of them.

The Chatham House Rule

A key tool that has allowed for the creation of a “deep state milieu” where powerful individuals

can meet and strategize in secret was the creation of the Royal Institute of International Affair’s

(RIIA) Chatham House Rule in 1927.  According to this rule, when a meeting is part thereof,

“participants are free to use the information received, but neither the identity nor the aRliation of

the speaker(s), nor that of any other participant, may be revealed.”

In short, what goes on or is said in the room may be revealed, but not the identity of the person or

persons who did or said it. Under the rule, the list of attendees is also to be kept secret to anyone

not in attendance. Breaking these rules will result in disciplinary action and exclusion from all

future activities.

The anonymity afforded under the Chatham House Rule is said to encourage openness to express

one’s true views, without the worry of potentially tarnishing one’s reputation, thereby strengthening

business relationships.

In reality, however, the rule is what has allowed the “deep state” to eourish and shape international

affairs in secret. Needless to say, owners of media are also members of various NWO groups, and

respect the Chatham House Rule without question. As noted by Davis,  “Effectively it means the

most powerful, wealthiest people on Earth can meet to discuss whatever plans they may have

without any public scrutiny.”

The RIIA isn’t the only organization using this rule. It’s also used by the Council on Foreign

Relations, the Trilateral Commission, the Bilderberg Group, Le Cercle and various think-tanks, as

well as international corporations, Nnancial institutions, government steering committees and

various policy advisory boards.

Our Financial Future Under Threat

As detailed by political scientist Piers Robinson in a March 2022 Pandemics-Data & Analytics

article (PANDA),  the COVID pandemic has been orchestrated to work hand in glove with major

economic and political events over the past two years. It’s no longer diRcult to see how the

pandemic has been squeezed for every ounce of “juice” possible, from fearmongering and

compliance training to wealth transfer and the destruction of the middle class.

As mentioned at the outset of this article, the geopolitical agenda driven by pandemic measures

includes the push toward a programmable central bank digital currency (CBDC) that is under

centralized control.

What this means is that not only will the central banks have full insight into every single

transaction of every single person on the planet, they will also have the ability to program the

currency so that it can only be used to purchase certain things and not others. They would literally

have the ability to control the spending of the global population.

As explained by the general manager of the Bank of International Settlements, Agustin Carstens,

in October 2020 (video below):

“We intend to establish the equivalence with cash and there is a huge difference there. For

example, in cash we don’t know who is using a 100-dollar bill today …

The key difference with the CBDC is that the central bank will have absolute control on the

rules and regulations that will determine the use regarding that expression of central bank

liability and also we will have the technology to enforce that.”

We got a Nrst-hand look at how this kind of power can be used when the Canadian government

started seizing the personal bank accounts of protesters and even those who donated small

amounts of money to the freedom movement.

“These political and economic agendas have major potential consequences for our

societies and, arguably, lead to a profound, and highly problematic, concentration of

power and curtailment of democracy,” Robinson writes.

“One legitimate fear is that we are witnessing a drive toward a Chinese-style social credit

system, in which the integration of personal data and money through digital ID allows

assets to be stripped by authorities and, more broadly, unprecedented levels of control

over the lives of people ...

It is clear and empirically demonstrable that populations have been subjected to coercive

and aggressive attempts to limit their autonomy, including restrictions on movement, right

to protest, freedom to work and freedom to participate in society. Most notably, increasing

numbers of people have been required to take an injection at regular intervals in order to

allow their participation in society.

These developments have been accompanied by often openly aggressive and

discriminatory statements from major political leaders with respect to people resisting

the injections. The threat to civil liberties and ‘democracy as usual’ has been, arguably,

unprecedented.”

Ukraine ConKict Can Serve the NWO in More Ways Than One

Robinson fears the war in Ukraine is now being used to divert our attention from the multitude of

civil liberties problems and corruption that have come to the forefront during the pandemic. They

all need to be addressed and remedied but aren’t getting traction, in part due to internet

censorship and in part due to the shift in attention toward the Russia-Ukraine situation. But there’s

more. Robinson continues:
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more. Robinson continues:

“... perhaps more importantly, war fever might also serve as a new distraction from the

underlying political and economic agendas that some analysts have been warning us

about.

Indeed, war in the Ukraine has signiIcant potential to serve as a new enabling event

facilitating the drive toward restrictions on liberties and the roll-out of agendas that, for

example, the WEF has been waxing lyrical about for two years.

A distracted and war-terriIed public will be easy to manipulate whilst policies such as

digital ID, mandated injections and Central Bank Digital Currencies are ushered in. Indeed,

the current drive toward expanding the powers of the World Health Organization (WHO) is

a clear example of the dangers of further centralization of power:

Under the guise of pandemic preparedness, the objective is to allow the WHO to force

states to implement the kinds of restrictive measures we have seen over the last two

years ... The possibility of a global bio-security regime, that radically disempowers local

and community-level autonomy, should be of serious concern to all of us.

We simply cannot afford to continue tumbling from one highly propagandized crisis to the

next and allowing our emotions to be harnessed by those who wield political and

economic power ...

Now is the time for calm and rational assessments of the events we are living through

and, more than ever, determined engagement with widening public understanding of the

agendas that many now believe to have been underlying COVID-19.

This includes the need to interrogate the propaganda and manipulation populations have

been subjected to over the last two years and the increasingly discredited policy

responses involving lockdowns and mass injections.

Even more importantly, critical examination and awareness of the concentration of power

and loss of democracy inherent in developments such as digital ID and CBDC digital

currencies, and their interconnection with political visions regarding 4IR and digitized

society, is more vital than ever.

It is these processes that present the most serious and substantive threat to people,

potentially ushering in an era of what some describe as global totalitarianism ...

More than ever before, we must have the conIdence to challenge those in positions of

political and economic power. We are, without doubt, at a pivotal moment in our histories.

People must stay focused on the big picture.”

So, in summary, the pandemic and the global countermeasures implemented in response to it, the

wealth transfer and economic destabilization, the Russia-Ukraine coneict, programmable CBDCs

and the NWO plan for global control are all connected.

It’s important to realize that these are not separate and unrelated events, but a coordinated effort

to herd the global population in a speciNc, predetermined direction — one they know we’d never

choose voluntarily, were we to be given all the facts. After all, who wants to “own nothing” and

have every moment of your day and night surveilled in every way possible, from your

correspondence and geolocation to your innermost thoughts and biological functions?

The good news is that resistance is not futile, because they need our cooperation. There’s simply

too many of us for them to do anything if everyone refuses to go along with their plan. At least it

won’t be easy for them if a majority simply says no.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

5,985 ratings

ORDER NOW
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"At this point, the time between conspiracy theory and fact ranges from weeks to mere hours, so the time of suffering for truth tellers has
become fairly negligible."  What an astute observation, and incisive expression. Why many of us love the great Dr. Mercola. So proud of him
for being #1 on the enemies list of banned truthtellers.
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Did everyone notice the latest from Project Veritas? DOJ SPIED ON JOURNALISTS’ APPLE & GOOGLE ACCOUNTS; VERITAS FILES
MOTION DEMANDING RETURN OF PROPER.. - - www.bitchute.com/.../TdvcUFki_Sc  - At this juncture, anything is fair game for
Tyrannical procedures, seem to be planned out in advance and followed up as needed...
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All these social exclusions for the unvaxinated are starting to seem eerily reminiscent of the preWWII exclusion of the Jews in
Germany. How long before they actively come for us instead of just excluding us?   Emory University Limits Internet Access for
Unboosted Students: www.nationalreview.com/news/emory-university-limits-internet-access-fo..   Ohio Hospital Just Refused A
Child's Kidney Transplant:   patriotsbeacon.com/an-ohio-hospital-just-refused-a-childs-kidney-trans..  Exclusion is just another word
for theft--not only stealing our possessions and draining our savings, but also denying us the use of our talents and abilities.

We already see the evidence of govt intent in the kinds of people who are viliNed and dehumanized. It is those who are free-thinkers,
self-reliant and resourceful. Already, the landowners and preppers are being ridiculed. They are a great threat to the NWO because
society needs people like them more than they need society. They are a bulwark against the new agenda of "you will own nothing".

Society will collapse without the farmers, ranchers, Nshermen, miners and loggers, etc.. The rural people, the resource workers, the
people. Not the inner city barristas. They must be targeted to assert control. During times of tyranny, the black market is the major
market. People will not have an incentive to work without being able to proNt for themselves and their family. We are already seeing
this in China where more and more young people are "laying down". That is, doing only the minimum work required to survive,
because their time and own productivity is more valuable than any govt job.
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“Urgent! Comment on the WHO treaty now” – Comments on the potentially calamitous proposal for a WHO pandemic treaty close later
today. It will only take two minutes to do, says Steve Kirsch, as he provides tips on what to write.
stevekirsch.substack.com/p/urgent-comment-on-the-who-treaty?s=r  This is really important. If the changes the US wants go in, then all
nations will be governed by what the WHO says the pandemic response should be and we will all be screwed. Instructions to comment This
will take you less than 2 minutes. If you’re fast, you can do it in < 60 seconds. Here is the comment I Nled which you can copy or modify.
Your comment is limited to 250 words. I suggest you copy and paste mine if you agree with it. The following elements should be included:

1. National and local leadership retain full autonomy, reserving the right to make decisions based on what is best for their own people. 2.
The ability of nations and local municipalities to opt out of any and all portions of the agreement as they see Nt, without consequence. 3. An
open and transparent process with the ability for all people of the world to vote on including failsafe measures that will prevent the
application of the global agreement in places where a majority of the people do not want it. 4. Measures that do not allow for ineuence in
the process by any and all pharmaceutical companies or other global health proNteers.
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I feel misinformed. I thought that's why we were taken out of the WHO, because if you are a member, then you have to do things the
way they say. I thoughts that's why Gates literally sponsors them (by being the highest monetary contributor) so they'll go to each
country and say, "Hey, you need to take this shot."  And I thought that's why Biden was pushing so heavily.
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I am a resister and will never comply. However, how will this change their plans? We are considered sheep, useless eaters and a
burden on society. They want to kill 85 % of the people in the world and no amount of comments are going to prevent that.
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done
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Smiller23
Joined On 1/9/2011 10:13:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Maritt - OK - I submitted comments as you suggested. Thank you for providing the information to do so - less than 2 minutes, as
promised. Comments close in 35 minutes...  Do you think our comments will have any impact? I mean if everything is controlled and
pre-planned already, is this WHO comment collection merely a feel-good farce for us little people? Or worse, is it a way to collect
names and information of the most awake and vocal among us so as to be targeted later?  Only time will tell. Non-cooperation,
noncompliance, peaceful disobedience - whatever you call it - is the way forward. Along with massive self-reliance within an equally
like-minded community that Almond is always encouraging and sharing the details about. May God help and guide us all through
whatever comes next.
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sunKowerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM
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Yes!  I saw this. We have until 5pm EST today to make our voices heard.  The discouraged side of me says that it's not going to do
any good.  But, we can at least make the wicked cabal know that there is a huge number of us who are NOT going to take this laying
down.  Go here to make your voice heard: inb.who.int/.../written-submissions
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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If they achieve their goals, every wink, blink or stink will be on their radar. They decide all. All knowing who you're with, how long, what may
have been passed along, with Parasitic Predator$ inserting their nose into the most simple, even petty day to day activities. Mother? May I?
The notion maybe someone isn't doing so well today could possibly be tomorrow's answer doesn't cross the elite's mind. If we became
'removed' as undesirable, meh, how unfortunate. Local, local, local, our most basic fundament needs addressed as near to point of use as
possible. More, who says to be civilized 'we' need two, three, four cars, a TV, radio, stereo in every room? The most destructive problems are
those of the Parasitic Predator$ designs & making.

It's been their directions & misdirection's fueling the worst of the worse humanity currently suffer. They have proven their unNtness many
times over. It's more than just the currency, it's how do we address Blackrock buying up private home, rentals or Gates & Tech giants buying
up farmlands? (Shutting out real food & our ability to create it?) How do we circle our wagons to maintain our forest, so they don't become
the "King's Forest?" In NY, if the memory is working, we who 'own property' do not own the water rights, the state does. Many do not own
their mineral rights; ripe areas were bought out by mine operators using agents to silently buy them up ages ago.

If enough can realize how 'convenience' has been used to steal what is most important to us, working together locally sharing and pooling
resources it may be possible to recapture short, stable, supply lines defusing, & decentralizing Centralized Power to a proper level. This
area hung on to older ways much longer than most. We, our families were the job. We actually Made and protected the things of value.
People didn't go look for work, our work was our lives, & shared with family, friends and neighbors. Tech hypnosis wouldn't have stood a
chance.
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Stugots
Joined On 5/4/2021 5:32:52 PM
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• The Great Reset is a globalist plan that is moving forward at lighting speed. The COVID-19 pandemic was part and parcel of that
plan, but to really fulNll the technocrats’ ambitions, a war of some kind is likely needed • They need chaos, mass casualties and
Nnancial chaos in order to create the desperation necessary for people to give up their freedoms and give in to tyrannical control •
The World Economic Forum (WEF) has for years promoted the implementation of digital identiNcation, and ensuring that everyone
on the planet has a legal, digital identity is part of the United Nations’ 2030 Sustainable Development Goals • There’s a big difference
between identity and identiNcation.

IdentiNcation refers to documents that prove you are who you say you are. A digital identity is NOT merely a form of identiNcation.
Your “identity” is who you actually are, and a digital identity will keep a permanent record of your choices and behaviors, 24/7. These
data can then be used against you • The WEF has clearly stated that our digital identity will determine “what products, services and
information we can access — or conversely, what is closed off to us” What this means is that not only will the central banks have full
insight into every single transaction of every single person on the planet, they will also have the ability to program the currency so
that it can only be used to purchase certain things and not others. They would literally have the ability to control the spending of the
global population.
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Stugots
Joined On 5/4/2021 5:32:52 PM
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• Recent data from the U.K. ORce of National Statistics reveals people who have been double jabbed against COVID-19 are dying
from all causes at a rate six times higher than the unvaccinated.  Depopulation ????
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM
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That big guy was scary about the use of cash. "We don't have control if they are using cash." Will they try to prevent me from buying the
vitamins and nutrients that help keep me healthy? Others, they might prevent them from buying 'unhealthy' foods. But what some say is
unhealthy, others say is the healthiest. I want to be the one to determine what's good for me. My husband takes cash out of the bank and
uses that to buy groceries, gas, going out to eat. He's never wanted an association to his purchases.
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therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM
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I try to do the same. And we can all do cash Friday and no shopping Sunday, it's a start.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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DebbyW, this is why Doc has put it all on the line over the last two years exposing all this information. Should Parasitic Predator$
succeed they decide all, you & any insights to your personal needs are out of the equation, they decide it all for you, me, us. Is there
any doubt there would be no Doc Mercola? No debate or discussions as anything outside of oRcial dictates are labeled
misinformation. As things were already bad before this Corona Lockout the Competition, it was just less visible to a larger public.
The Lockout has ramped things up & if we don't like what we see now, if we don't Nnd ways that Heal without Stealing Locally, we will
be stuck with their destructive impulses.

If enough of us don't start deciding positive activities now, we won't be able to do so later. We can tell the difference between the
Parasitic Predator$ concept of a New Green Deal & our's that they have been out eanking us with all the tools of their machine.
Theirs is either high tech, high Nnance schemes doing little to nothing, or paper shuying creative bookkeeping. To be claiming value
added activities when they are actually cooking numbers creating an illusion, so when the time comes, they can claim it all collapsed
from something else. Then the move things deeper into their dirty work. Some possible real wealth building Healing without
Stealing. Don't know much about all the players but real wealth building involves people, life Co-Creating with Creation Locally. There
seems to be an element of this here. https://youtu.be/QXQrvT23rPw
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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Oh & cash, cash, cash. They are doing all they can to train us not to use it, so, use it. Save some aside. Also, stock up on goods
valuable to be bartering with. There are ways to grow staples in urban and suburban areas but for up front efforts would most likely
be supplemental. So much has been built on top of food plains, it will take major restructuring to recapture. A hard task made harder
if Blackrock controls it all to rent.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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DebbyW, you are smart and insightful. Kuddos! What Americans commonly think, "it would never happen here in the USA" or "you are
a conspiracy theorist". These pure assumptions are the great misleads, and need to be Nrst identiNed, thereafter challenged. This is
how to create for positive change.
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maxandfrancis
Joined On 10/6/2006 2:41:23 PM
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Everyone needs to watch appalachiashomestead with Patara. She has her Nnger on the pulse of things and has some great
suggestions. Here’s her latest: https://youtu.be/RCkT97w04IQ
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stoneharbor
Joined On 6/30/2008 1:05:17 PM
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Yes, I am on the side of Cash, wherever possible. I listened to the whole rant by E. B. Tucker above, "Why Gold, Why Now". I'm not a
buyer. A store of gold is Nne as a way to maintain value. But for everyday purchases, I'm for keeping quite a bit of money in good old
US (or other Nations') currency. In an organized state like we have now, that currency may be depreciating, but if things really get
rough, the commoners can use it as a means of exchange. Who care's what its real value is? A $100 bill will still be worth 100 times
what a $1 bill is worth, more or less, and we can all trade $ for goods with ease.

AND we will be outside the CBDC game. Maybe a shop owner will have to be in there, making their purchases for good via the digital
currency. But if they will accept our paper dollars for product, we can all exist as though there is no digital currency. Just be
preparing to grow your own food, have a stock of many things on hand, and be prepared for loss of internet communication. Use
your CBDC to pay your utility bill if you must, but use cash for most everything else. They are not going into every house and sniRng
out every bit of currency.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM
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Debby - what I feel will never be accepted is the notion of 'expiring income' which appears to be on the table. I see huge riots coming
over that. These control freaks have some mighty big blind spots.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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Keep and use cash. Most of us here are not going to be in compliance with all the so-called vaccines so will not be getting any
CBDC.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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The scary part about what you are allowed to purchase is, "Who decides?"
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MaryRN
Joined On 11/23/2009 11:22:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

" Simply saying no" is not always easy, many people need their employment in order to survive, at least for a few more years. I would
reccommend growing as much of your own food as possible and see who you can trade with for things you can not grow. MMC88121
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, it will be like The Great Depression among rural families who are still allowed to own their own land as long as they can Nnd a
way to pay taxes. (Back then, a kind neighbor might save your farm on the auction block, but nowadays, the very real risk is that it
might get bought up by BlackRock.) Still, those who held the land often lived without money and found ways to make do. Clothing
was mended and handed down. Many people were ragged, but so were others in your neighborhood. Even during the rationing days
of WWII, farmers still had food on their tables--at least in America. The immediate loss would be to the country as a whole if farmers
had to lower their productivity due to restrictions on buying and selling.

That means more people going hungry. The more I think about it, the most stable situation might be a person with a very small
isolated acreage and a modest house where they can have minimal expenses, WATER and enough land to raise their own food. Best
if it is adjacent to some forested land for hunting, Nshing and foraging. (Also, guerilla gardening.) Nice if there is a cabin so small
that it does not require building permits that you could rent out for sustainable living. (During quarantines, it may also be good to
have a second residence on the property to prevent people from being taken to quarantine camps--a separate basement entrance,
oRce space, cabin, trailer, etc.)

Perhaps the second best option for people owning more land is simply to be far from towns--the more distance you put between
yourself and bureaucracies, the better. Consider planting food trees and crops to go wild at different locations on your property away
from main roads and trails. Unless they are in season, most bureaucrats would never even recognize food crops. (Apple trees--inc.
crab apples, elderberry/mulberry, mushroom inoculation, bee hives, Jerusalem Artichokes, weeds/herbs, etc.) Be able to identify &
preserve wild foods and game. Each region will offer options.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The only real currencies are resources, goods, and services, and skills are timeless. Even precious metals are Nat currency when it comes
to any value beyond their utility. Good luck eating gold, see how long you last!
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Exactly!!!!
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Country_Me
Joined On 7/5/2008 11:40:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I like listening to Russell Brand spreading truth WITHOUT hate! His channel is really growing so between Dr. Mercola, Russell, and others,
hopefully more and more people wake up AND see what's wrong with BOTH political parties! I just wonder if anything can stop what's
coming?
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ShiverHinge
Joined On 11/9/2014 4:20:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

YES! He's nutty but spot on - informationally and ethically.
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Uncle.Fester
Joined On 11/3/2020 6:45:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hundreds of so-called truther channels that were a lot less controversial than Russell Brand were purged from YouTube last year, yet
good ole Russell’s channel remains... I believe he is controlled opposition and will no longer listen to his BS.
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Country_Me
Joined On 7/5/2008 11:40:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Uncle.Fester what he says is not BS! Maybe, it's the way he says it compared to others. Jimmy Dore still has his channel even though
he is very divisive and puts out a lot of hate but yet he calls out some of the very things other channels have been taken down for. I
am not God so I won't judge Russell by what I don't know but what I hear him and others say is what I judge them by.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Uncle.Fester, you make a very good point. Why is Russell not being cancelled? We need to listen more to our gut (critical thinking)
than those wolves who appear to us in sheep's clothing.
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Country_Me
Joined On 7/5/2008 11:40:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

har1272 So everyone has to be shut down or else they are part of the evil that exists? SMH My gut tells me for all I know you could
be part of the bad ones that want to make the good ones look bad, too. Critical thinking would be thinking they should see proof of
accusations against someone that has the guts to call out what Russell is calling out and making more people aware of.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's always best to trust your own gut, Country_Me. You're right, I, along with Russell Brand and anyone else could potentially be some
evil doer and it's up to you to use your critical thinking to determine what makes sense, and therefore truth, and what does not. Just
the act of "calling out" and "making people aware" does not necessarily automatically equate to truth. If you use your critical thinking
and pay close attention and listen to your gut, it will never lie to you. Can't say the same about anyone else.
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Country_Me
Joined On 7/5/2008 11:40:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

har1272 Words alone doesn't tell us if someone is evil or good but when their words speak truth then we shouldn't make accusations
without something to back it up other than just words! One of the worst things we can do is falsely judge others especially when they
are speaking truth that everyone needs to wake up to. There could be things in Russell's personal life I don't agree with, maybe not
agree with every opinion he has but I won't judge someone as not being what they say without something other than just because
they aren't censored makes them some kind of person on the opposite of what they are speaking out about. Too many people's
reputation has been ruined based on being falsely accused/judged! I won't be a part of that.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Words alone doesn't tell us if someone is evil or good but when their words speak truth..." Who determines "truth"? Because you
believe his words to be truth, does not make it so. "Often, the surest way to convey misinformation is to tell the strict truth."--Mark
Twain
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Shannon_Flaherty
Joined On 2/19/2021 6:52:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ahh, Cecil Rhodes. Full of imperial hubris believing it was his right to set roots in South Africa in order to civilize the "barbarians" by forcing
his religious beliefs on them and by colonizing them. However, it was really about seizing the resources on the continent through mining,
land grabbing and murder. His attempt to build the Cape Town to Cairo "Cape-Cairo" railway to inseminate his British Imperialism
throughout was evidence of his hubris. His despotic desires demonstrated his anathema to democracy.
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Longrunner
Joined On 4/17/2021 9:36:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm curious as to how China plays into all of this. They have been attending those yearly treks to Davos and (seemingly) enthusiastically
embracing a NWO yet I've read their goal in their hundred year plan is world domination. Not exactly anglo saxon elite.
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stoneharbor
Joined On 6/30/2008 1:05:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Longrunner, by putting together some of Dr. Mercola's quotes from Cecil Rhodes who wanted an Anglo leadership, with Russell
Brand's rant, I hear your confusion, but I believe the predominant membership in Davos being Anglo/American will try to direct an
implosion of Russia (with China's agreement), then will ditch China and work on it's destruction. It's logical that way: to Nnish off the
one strong potentially threatening country. Once that is done, it's even possible the USA will be cut loose and targeted.

A Cabal built on the wealth of otherwise small, mineral-poor nations can only persist by knocking down the most powerful members
that have other than monetary and technocratic wealth. Russia, China and the USA are rich in minerals and hordes of peoples. They
could exist as independent Nations if they wished. Putin, Xi Jinping, and Trump have proven that. By being large and strong, they
may be targets of the NWO in the future. It's nice to see Technocracy have to deal with oppositional Nationalistic Spirit. Only good
can come from this. I believe the struggle is not over.
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Martix
Joined On 10/19/2007 4:48:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do not worry, Russia is actually Nghting for the World !!!!
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medrakemdgmail.com
Joined On 3/10/2021 10:35:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

First they said we will own nothing and we will be happy. Now they are saying that they will own everything, and they will be very happy.
Everything we have and produce will be taken and we will be given a paltry allowance, and then it won't matter whether we are happy,
because that's what police and troops are for. From Marx to Rhodes to Lenin to Hitler to Coudenhove-Kalergi to Gates, Schwab and Soros,
this satanic creed must be put down whenever amd wherever it appears.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hope human beings are way more resilient than this to Nnd a way out! But with so many shot, I don't even know what to think
anymore.
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Being a long-time reader of comments to Mercola.com, I recognize most here as being very aware and refreshingly aware compared to the
general population. Being very much into preparedness and seeing we recognize the Nnancial threat, this comment regards what we should
do about it. In particular, I have been converting soon to be worthless or controlled money into barter items. Of course, continue to study
Mercola.com to employ all of the healthful advantages we learn and stock up big on all of the supplements we use because our health is
our most important preparedness for which all else becomes a moot point without it. As the Luciferian globalist's plans and blunders create
horriNc circumstances, we might lose communications, so I share my contact information: RonaldHLevine4548@yahoo.com
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My efforts are in a similar vein. I am late to the “prepper” game but early compared to everyone around me. I am learning skills that I
hope will help in the years to come. Anyone who hasn’t yet checked him out may be interested in the work of www.iceagefarmer.com
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AlexJAzar
Joined On 8/28/2016 6:55:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As long as we are dependent on the Federal government logistically and psychologically, they can control us. Otherwise, their power is an
illusion. No gun was put to the heads of the millions who took the Clot Shot. It was the power of propoganda on a psychologically
dependent populace that coerced them to take the deadly concoction.  We are either going to return to the faith of our forefathers, or perish
as a culture and a nation.
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We need to question more and take more responsibility for all we do...According to the bible, we have free will...Well if that's the
case, then it's deNnitely time to take our lives into our own hands, Nnd common ground to stand on, join together, teach each other
whichever skills we possess and learn to say 'No!' en masse, to the idiocies of the world, and set our imaginations towards a better,
more humane, compassionate, intelligent, creative in a non destructive manner world! We can do it if we so desire, intend and work
towards.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My Guiding Philosophy – Be intelligent. “The difference between stupid and intelligent people – and this is true whether or not they are well
educated – is that intelligent people can handle subtlety." - Neal Stephenson.  I tend to agree. Most situations/issues are seldom “Black” or
“White.” There are subtleties, nuances, and “shades” of gray.________ Beware of your conNrmation biases. Don't make assumptions or jump
to conclusions. Ask probing questions, get input from multiple parties, and listen to what is not being said. And for political/social issues,
follow the money. Instead of a point of view, seek insight and understanding.  Of sources: Seek transparency (Who providing it and what are
their source(s)?).

Full disclosure (What is not being disclosed?). Context (Why is this relevant?). Balanced information (multiple points of view). And
accountability. __________Knowledge "The Powers That Be" and their gas-lighting, narratives, gate-keepers, and algorithms. Their methods;
appealing to one's emotions, half-truths, red-herrings, "straw-men", trolls, deceit, deception, captured industries, payoffs, and their labels
"conspiracy theorist" (created by the CIA in 1967) or “nut case.” _________ “Once you do know what the question actually is, you’ll know what
the answer means.” - Douglas Adams
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JSAF01
Joined On 4/5/2022 9:11:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the world of the blind, the one-eyed man is king ...
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many may want to take a course on Critical Thinking & Conspiracy Theories. One just started with 15 weekly classes of one hour
each. The second class is today at 8pm central time, U.S. Give it a try.
 mixnstream.com/critical-thinking-ppv.html#clip=1zxow7cyg0w0&time=2..
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lilitu_adamah
Joined On 2/1/2021 3:06:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

if all the people will stop thinking about nwo, covid, "ukraine disaster" bla-bla, bla-bla... all the story is disappearing in a fraction of one
second. But because people use their energy and turn their attention to stupidity, they will get the results they 'deserve' according to the law
of cause and effect. If you feed a nightmare, you will have it: it will devour you when it grows enough to do so. If you want love and truth,
then be yourself love and truth whatever the consequence of this. No god will come to save you if you are stupid. The universe does not
waste energy to feed idiots. Those who manipulate humanity are masters at manipulating the mental and emotional Nelds and can make
you "feed" yourself and others on what they want: fear, dread and confusion - these are the "fruits" that humanity produces and with which
they feed on with your help. The trick is to invent something to pray and to obey. When you create a sick behavior in people, it is very simple
to manipulate as cattle :)
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I always said if Covid left the news, Covid would disappear.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lilitu - yes cause and effect - what we think about we bring about, we shouldn't focus of all of the evil stuff around at present, that's
the law of attraction.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right on! Like the American football study in which players coached not to fumble (a bad thing) actually fumbled more often;
whereas those coached to protect the ball (it opposite) did just that, and fumbled less.
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Woodcarver
Joined On 3/20/2011 3:47:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse: War, pestilence, famine, death.  The NWO is responsible for all four.
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Uncle.Fester
Joined On 11/3/2020 6:45:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The NWO, or as it is known lately as The Great Reset, since it doesn’t sound as ominous needs to crash the petrol dollar in order to
Implement their worldwide Digital Currency. But just like the federal reserve notes we use today, the future digital currency will have nothing
backing it up (such as gold in the past)... thanks Nixon. So basically the coming cyber currency will be as worthless as hundred dollar bills
after the upcoming crash. The only future currency that will have the trust and faith of humanity must be backed by precious metals, IMO.
Ask yourself why the Vatican has been hoarding Gold for centuries, plus JP Morgan and Bank of America own the majority the worlds silver
reserves and you will branch off into another rabbit hole of grand proportions.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If people point Nngers and cry out "Conspiracy theory", just remind them that sin is as old as Adam and Eve. Sometimes people just don't
Want To believe that certain people are capable of various things. It is much easier for them to point Nngers and to roast someone as the
Conspiracy Theorist than it is to face reality. The Nnger pointers are the ones who are short sighted, not the alleged "conspiracy theorist".
Sometimes truth sayers are roasted and grilled, but then the truth comes out later on. "First they laugh at you, then they Nght you, then you
win" Mahatma Ghandi.
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pam7647
Joined On 9/6/2014 5:30:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Last thing I want to hear is somebody screaming at me. He sounds as credible as a hampster.
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rbu1467
Joined On 10/27/2021 7:23:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We all have different ideas about what entertainment is. He is an entertainer, one who has some good information and insight, but
still an entertainer.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/13/2022 8:17:28 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My opinion? The NWO is an essentially Nazi organization. Ukraine is a Nazi nation as shown by its essential government today. Calling
Zelensky a Jew may or may not be true. But it is an essential cover up of the reality of the Nazi roots of political and military grip on Ukraine
government today. We've seen NaziNed violation of the Nuremberg Code attempting to force experimental venom shots on the world and
particularly the West. The US bioweapon across Ukraine and the world were recently called Nazi accurately. Leaders in the West have
signed onto the WEF ~ an organization despite its Transhumanism and other distinctive can essentially be called Nazi. I used to think of the
NWO as "communist". I see it more as Nazi now. Nazi stands for national socialism. The NWO wants one worldwide Nazi NWO. It's so Nazi
in the eugenics and genocidal nature, etc. I now just categorize it as Nazi and fascist.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/13/2022 8:39:39 PM
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It really does not matter jew or not jew. Zelenski is A Washington's Puppet who does exactly what White House tells him to do. All he
does is appearances around the world, a disgusting marionette who speaks Washington's language. Regardless of him, Ukraine is
paying now for their 600 years massacres of Jews (pogroms), and hundreds of thousands murdered. These pogroms were not only
against Jews, but against Russians as well, to lesser degree. Most guards in Nazi Concentration camps were Ukrainians. Many
Ukrainians have deserted the Russian Army in WWII to join SS units.

Ukrainians kept killing jews even after the end of WWII. Today these same Ukrainians are executing their own people in order to
blame Russian Army. Not to forget the fact that USA has invaded more than 70 countries since the end of 19th century. All of these
american invasions had one and same goal - Regime Change. USA in Ukraine has a different goal - an ETHNIC target: elimination of
Russia and the Russians by using BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS. These 26 labs supposed to serve this purpose. Ukraine is a quasi-state,
the only "state" in the world, where Nazism is live and well.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/13/2022 9:07:20 PM
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LillyTilly
Joined On 4/21/2014 5:05:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

onderwoman, you have your 4 letter confused with the 3 letter word. Leave the one 3 letter j word where it is, haha but no need to
question it's validity. Now change your crazy obsessive need to call everything by the n word..;... to the j word.... and you have got it!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/14/2022 7:03:44 AM
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dca1277
Joined On 3/2/2019 7:46:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Nazi is much more identifying than socialist, which, hate to admit, has at least ignorant redeeming qualities. I’ll clarify it even
further for you, which in reality, it is Satanism plain and simple. The god of this world and his minions have been given rule since the
beginning, and he knows his time is short.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/14/2022 7:35:55 AM
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billstri
Joined On 6/8/2008 9:16:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And now, the US taxpayer as represented by Biden is handing over many of our classiNed secret weapons to Ukraine which will become the
property of Russia once Russia wins. And for those talking about the Bible, there are many examples of God's people, that is their leaders
the Kings, making the mistake of giving away military secrets and hidden assets which are then later used against them. Christianity is
dying in the US and in the world over the last many decades. The result is moral standards and especially governmental moral standards
are constantly being re-written and evolving because there is no standard of control.

US Constitution and early laws were based on Moses law from the Bible. Now those foundations are being removed by evolutionary ideas,
there is not much left to hold this country together and deNnitely nothing left to unite us. Two religions, one is based on God and his word
and the other is based on man and evolution. The current powers in control are slowly making and evolving a switch from God to man
based. Old moral standards are more and more being ignored by our Federal government.

I don't remember Biden, Harris, or Pelosi ever mentioning and giving any credit to God. What ever happened to "In God We Trust" or "One
Nation, Under God"? We deNnitely are no longer "One Nation, Under God" as we pledged every single day in school through grade 12
growing up! Under God is evolving to under man or a man or an elite set of men. The bible is Nxed and unchangeable, but evolution daily
changed by man to Nt whoever is/are in power. Our constitution is also supposed to be unchangeable, except any amendments which rarely
happen.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/13/2022 5:29:01 PM
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interesting that evolution makes man out to be a beast of a "transhumanist" evolutionary history.
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Still on Top
Joined On 6/19/2006 9:00:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It’s a good time to be established in a network of likeminded people who would be willing to barter for labor, food, and the necessities of
life. Been hearing about these groups like Illuminati since the early 70 s , it obviously been going for a long time. Seems like when the Nnal
layers of the onion are peeled away, it comes down to good vs evil. I’m counting on God being able to keep what is His.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OK, So apparently we're screwed?  No solutions? Jesus, UFOs, Elon?
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VickyD.
Joined On 10/4/2021 11:44:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear Forbiddenhealing: YES, there certainly is a solution, take heart! Please read my comments below.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

maybe of interest to Canadians >> eh>>>>>    en.wikipedia.org/.../List_of_Jewish_Canadian_politicians  interesting how such a minority can
'lead' 39 million Canadians...Hummmmm......
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hummm.and Steven Harper still sits on the "Committee of 300"........
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Give me control of a nation's money and I care not who makes it's laws" — Mayer Amschel Bauer Rothschild
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mentally disturbed people without a care for other than their own neurosis...obsessive compulsiveness, psychopathy, sociopathy...We
aught to feel sorry for these control freaks that fear so strongly the lack of total control of EVERYTHING! I can just see them when they were
little and not supported at important moments in their young lives by parents and teachers, leaving the little mites feeling that everything in
their lives is scary and there's nothing they can do about it.. PANIC!. (subconsciously they are still in that state). Pity should be the case, our
sorrow for their state, but they have grown up and are now in positions of great Nnancial power and therefore they pose a danger to life on
earth...As is so obvious right now, and has been to many for decades. We deNnitely need a new world order, but NOT theirs.
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boobtube
Joined On 9/15/2020 6:39:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I could take this more seriously if it didn't contain a video from Stansberry. They are classic fear mongers peddling their investment
vehicles.
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dca1277
Joined On 3/2/2019 7:46:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is, in a broad sense, racist, to ID these megalomaniacs as “Anglo Saxons.” The heads are of the Caucasoid line, but all the leaders of the
Negroid, Mongoloid, and Hispanoid people are in lockstep. Those at the top are from ancient Canaanite and Edomite and Assyrian origins,
including those at the top who have sabotaged the US. These are the ones that God literally proclaims “He hates” in the Holy Bible. It is
encouraging to me to see several on this site Nnally tying in the End of Days scenario, because we are there. I’ve stated this for Years and
Years now, not just the last two, that there is Nothing any Human can do to stop this. What God has established, so shall come to pass.
Repent to Jesus who is God and be saved from the tribulation that is on its way.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Take solace in the basic scientiNc principle that for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction.  It is very true that they need our
cooperation to pull off this great scam. I still think they underestimate too many of us, and their sick control fantasies are a pipe dream
wherever enough people know and appreciate liberty. Tyranny tends to have a short shelf life wherever it has not been the historical norm,
because it needs a majority being duped into believing it's not tyranny to sustain.
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sonny08
Joined On 12/21/2009 11:03:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Spread This Truth To All - www.globalresearch.ca/.../5765622  No Longer Can You Think " I Don't Want To Get Involved " You Must Get
Involved NOW !
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

everything is understandable. Fine. BUT...there are many doubts and even more questions if NWO is real or one of million conspiracy
theories. I would argue, that if there will be one government, then I assume there will be no more WARS. That would be best of NWO. WHO
is already trying to control the world in regard to "health" and vaccination" against anything this maNa will claim. On the other hand, in
reality, WHO has very little control. Isn't INTERNET is the New World Order ? YES, it IS. Probably more than 50% of today's world economy is
based on trade over the Internet. That's the new world order. AliExpress, Alibaba, Amazon, eBay, Etsy - these the trade giants that control
people's lives. That's for you NWO.
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Nusha25
Joined On 4/22/2020 11:21:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't care how long they've been planning this NWO or when they're going to implement it. I'll resist with all my power and strength. My
hope is this year Republicans will win the Senate and the House and we'll be able to put all this craziness behind us.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In case you haven't noticed, red is just as crazy as blue. They all are cut from the same cloth, just a different color in order to
maintain a team mentality and keep the public divided.
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dca1277
Joined On 3/2/2019 7:46:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why can’t anyone get it through their heads that there Is No Real Vote for 90 years now! They are all the same and working for the
same Corporation agenda. It’s a delusional distraction game, and only a handful of true conservatives are loyal to We the people.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dang... they just don't want to let this go! I mean, it's worked so well so far! NOT.
 www.cnbc.com/2022/04/13/us-extends-mask-mandate-for-airplanes-and-tran..  .., or maybe it's because Biden ordered 400 million masks
and hasn't given them all away yet. arrg.
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RampagingManatee
Joined On 5/15/2021 1:16:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The short version: Why the Central Planners want CBDC - it's easier for them to spread misery and death.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is what happens in cities when the currency collapses and people are starving. Sri Lanka: Violent protests explode in chaos as nation
is on brink of collapse  https://youtu.be/Xr2CGNlqjLk
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Science Changes when Poll Numbers Do" NEW SONG!! | Buddy Brown | Truck Sessions https://youtu.be/HlUVBQuwWTk
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Horsea
Joined On 5/7/2007 4:05:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The contents of the book of Revelation are a plan by evil people, not a cast-in-stone vision of the future. When you have millions of people
believing with all their might that those events were destined to occur, that collective faith can cause them to occur. Faith of the wrong kind.
How about having faith that, together, we can prevent some of these things from occurring?
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately, it is diRcult to unite enough people to oppose such a plan when a major complaint we are hearing about is a shortage of
frozen pizzas in supermarkets and people are stockpiling boxes of cake mixes and canned frosting as "pantry staples". This will ultimately
result in a triage system and the learning curve will be too steep for many people.  During times of tyranny, there is an increase in
alcoholism, drug abuse and human traRcking. How will all of this surveillance be accomplished with a shortage of computer chips--as part
of a system that could easily be fried if the grid went down? How will materials be mined without fossil-fueled heavy equipment? This plan
does not make sense.

After immense human suffering, such a system can be expected to implode from within. I would also expect to see inNghting among the
global elites. Human nature does not change. One thing is obvious. Currency will only be needed for govt approved purchases. Everything
else will be obtained by barter or the black market. We can call it something else. If I "give" my "good friend" honey, at butchering time, he
may "give" me smoked sausage...

You may "help" a neighbor by delivering Nrewood and he may "share" eggs. We also need to develop cottage industries and skills. Useful
occupations that can be done by a single individual or evolve as families change. Rural people will continue to help each other as they
always have, perhaps even more so if they must revert to old ways (without modern conveniences and currency) and become more
dependent on each other. Many groups held up as examples of "simple living" are surprisingly dependent on markets for purchases.
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sunKowerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Go here TODAY to make your voice heard to the WHO public hearing on the Covid pandemic preparedness and response.  Do so by 5pm
TODAY.  inb.who.int/.../written-submissions
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Since when does the WHO care about anyone's voices?
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HealthHopes
Joined On 3/12/2010 2:53:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I used Maritt's suggestions (thank you, Maritt) and sent the following modiNed text, which anyone is welcome to copy, whether
communicating with WHO or, as I'd recommend, with national legislators and the president.   The reason for suggesting contacting
legislators and the president is that, so far, our country does not have to buy into this. And our representatives need to know that their
constituents oppose it. 1. National, intermediary & local leadership should retain full autonomy with the right to make decisions based on
what they believe is best for their own people.  2. Nations & local municipalities should remain autonomous & able to opt out of any & all
portions of the agreement as they see Nt, without consequence.

 3. All processes, personnel appointments & contractor selection should be open and transparent with the ability for all people of the world
to vote on, including failsafe measures that will prevent application of the global agreement in places where a majority of the people do not
want it.  4. Measures should totally prohibit ineuence in the process & selection of personnel by any & all pharmaceutical companies &
other proNteers. 5. Basically, the proposal I'm commenting on will result in more harm than good & should be scrapped.
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ShiverHinge
Joined On 11/9/2014 4:20:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Anglo-Saxon part is a paid cover, just like during the French Revolution and more recently in Germany in the early 20th century. The
NWO is a centuries old project and we all know "who" is behind it.
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poplegendpop
Joined On 2/13/2012 3:18:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As a 45% Germanic Europe, 36% England & Northwestern Europe, 11% Scotland, 5% Ireland, 2% Sweden, 1% Eastern Europe, might I be
considered "Anglo-Saxon?"? Just what is it that Cecil Rhodes sees as making Anglo-Saxons the Nnest race? Each race has it strong points
and weak points. I see asians as intellectually superior, Negroes are great atheletes and entertainers. Anglos seem to gravitate to wealth
and power and domination above all else and seem to be the most un-trustworthy. All anglo-saxons should be banned from holding any
government oRce. Just my perception.
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OhioNana
Joined On 5/18/2015 6:13:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Like mentioned above in previous post (s) this is prophesy coming true. No man can stop or change Gods plan. And has already be
mentioned, it’s time to “ get your house in order”. God promises to deliver his own, tho he has never promised his own won’t know suffering.
What’s real to me I just knowing all this isn’t enough…. Making God real to ourself is critical. To be saved from worse things to come for
those who don’t do so. It’s serious!
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wwooten
Joined On 11/5/2010 5:38:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Commercialize inexpensive platinum free fuel cells which use methane made from farm biomasses and you have solved the worlds energy
needs and the world hunger problem as well. The fuel cell would produce energy for less than 1 cent per kwh. No need for solar as these
fuel cells work 24/7. Totally ecological as one ferments biomass to make methane and the fuel cell burns the methane Any CO2 release is
absorbed by the biomass the rest of the waste is water which can be reused. The problem is the oil energy industry blocks energy
alternatives. Look at all these fuel cells that could save the planet, unfortunately they cannot get funding for commercialization.

Obama bailed out GM with a 100 billion dollars. All these fuel cells listed below need is 10 billion for commercialization. I guess bailing out
GM is more important than bailing out the world. Direct Methanol Fuel Cells: Powering the Future – YouTube www.youtube.com/watch  
Researchers Manage to Create Fuel Cell Catalyst 475 Times Cheaper Than Platinum – autoevolution iron manganese cobalt
www.autoevolution.com/news/researchers-manage-to-create-fuel-cell-cata..  You don’t want cobalt or platinum the rest of the links are for
platinum and cobalt free fuel cells.

Cheap Fuel Cells, Hold the Platinum - ScientiNc American www.scientiNcamerican.com/article/cheap-fuel-cells-hold-the-platinum/
 engineering.wisc.edu/news/not-so-precious-new-discovery-could-replace-..  www.sciencedaily.com/.../220324184546.htm
 www.sciencedaily.com/.../220331101548.htm  incompliancemag.com/scientiNc-breakthrough-could-lead-to-inexpensive-..
 www.anl.gov/article/platinumfree-catalysts-could-make-cheaper-hydrogen..  
phys.org/news/2022-02-inexpensive-catalyst-production-oxygen.html
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's a crazy number! Our lives 100% changed because Ford didn't take the bailout and so many were 'let go' (for the time being)...
what the heck did GM need with 100B dollars? I guess that's how much it cost to sell its soul.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Check out Gary McKinnon. He hacked into the DoD and NASA computers looking for UFO information (and found it) and also was
looking to see if the military had/is using free energy. His reason was because he saw the elderly who were unable to pay for heat
and he felt bad for them.
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teachermom
Joined On 6/19/2006 8:02:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The people in charge are Satanic, led by demon spirits. God is still on His throne and has won the battle.

✝🙌💐🙏
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Charla57
Joined On 9/6/2016 9:25:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Watch this video it is very longwww.youtube.com/watch
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bahmi0
Joined On 8/13/2010 8:00:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Anglo Saxon elites"...... Cecil Rhodes, I believe, was jewish...... NWO has been described as wealthy jewish oligarchs taking over the
world.... Seems like we have been dissuaded from mentioning the true fathers of the NWO movement. It's an old marrano trick.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stop over generalizing. Don't point Nngers to Jews. Point Nngers to the individuals who are the ringleaders...no matter their religion,
culture or creed. That is a very different statement than to broadly point Nngers to an entire nation of people. This is hate rhetoric,
and I very deeply object.
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geri315
Joined On 12/21/2021 3:52:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mirandola...This forum is so anti-Semitic because Mercola allows it and probably encourages it (with these non-health articles he
primarily publishes) with the subtle and not so subtle remarks of posters here. It's no longer a a place for health information.
Mercola realizes the participants here are more interested in his agenda outside of health information. It attracts more eyeballs and
attention and more eyeballs translate into more sales of products to sell. When Mercola does publish a health related article, the
response rate on this forum is very low compared to what he writes about now.

And please don't tell me he was threatened and had to stop writing about health related articles. Everyday he still publishes an article
mainly about health that was written a few years ago. Of course the pure health related articles published on a constant basis which
this site was known for is a thing of the past. Oh yeah, and if you criticize Mercola' or his agenda in any way, he will delete your
message or permanently ban your account. And he talks about censorship.
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LillyTilly
Joined On 4/21/2014 5:05:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

bahmi0, well said, Truth is always a breath of fresh air in this lie clogged world.
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Katzenjammer5
Joined On 3/25/2017 3:45:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What if we were misled about the nature of fascism—and imagining it would come jackbooted and goose stepping into history again—how
would we recognize it when it came? What if it arrived this time masquerading as kindness? For the essential thing was always that all
measures were:”Für Ihre Sicherheit" (“For your safety.”) mistermicawber.substack.com/p/what-is-a-cult-what-is-fascism?r=110wl5&..
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ral4943
Joined On 1/16/2018 1:04:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

DeNne fascism. It is not what "everybody" says it is. For more insight you may watch: "The greatest story never told"; or "Hellstorm";
or "Europa - the last battle". But these very detailed documentaries are a little challenge to Nnd, because "they" don't want you to
know the truth.
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LillyTilly
Joined On 4/21/2014 5:05:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THANK YOU ral4943 for being a rare one who knows the TRUTH. Sadly most people, especially in this forum are completely
brainwashed, with no hope. Check out onderwoman's comment above; "The NWO is an essentially Nazi organization.....". Dang it
does she have things backwords... and is proud of it!! Most peops are like that sadly, as you surely know.
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LillyTilly
Joined On 4/21/2014 5:05:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Katzenjammer.... imagine that fascism never left and that we DON'T have to wait a "goose-stepped" return. Imagine that it has
always been here, in control... of global bank$, media, schools, bigpharma, "oRcial" his-story, and NOT to forget msm fake news, and
holy-wood.  Imagine that those who continually scream victim-hood to the world, day in day out... are not the actual victims. Für
deinen  Sicherheit, Öffnet die Augen.
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skiproblive.com
Joined On 12/11/2021 6:33:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Anglos/Saxons are the Zionists/Jesuits.
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brightlight4
Joined On 4/23/2009 8:43:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not all Anglos/Saxons are as evil as you say @skiproblive, I am from the UK and not all people from the UK are related to the
Zionist/Jesuits!! I know a lot of people who don't even know what Jesuits are and they are deNnately not Zionists either....
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brightlight, it is rarely the people, the population of the different countries, it is the Parasitic Predator's use of Mass Formation to
move enough of a population & resources to disrupt any healthy interaction between its own people or peoples of the different
populations throughout the world. Just see how the Lockout the Competition Covid campaign has confused & mislead populations
across the world, to ineuence everyday people to engage & still too many captured in counterproductive activities. And, as we are
seeing, more often than not, Parasitic Predator leaders seeming to be mortal enemies on the surface, yet bosom buddies behind
closed doors.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Juststeve - agreed - it's the leadership. They play us like a game of chess.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lovestosing, and what we are shown as 'Leader's' have turned out to be puppets to the Banks, who are puppets to WEF who most
likely are puppets too whoever it is leading them all around by the nose.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I will cross post this for emphasis, that often the people are confused with the State or the politicians, or the political state of affairs.
To confuse the people with that is a vast injustice. The people may even deeply object.
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BigKetch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The ACE card has yet to be played. Think of Reagan and old Bush referring to the common " alien" enemy. They actually said it, regarding
the key to NWO. People like Allesandro (supposidely ex CIA...:-)...who was in charge of the UFO Nles is now coming out of the close-t-
encounters of the human kind. Yes their are " aliens", just as there are viruses...then there are the man made versions. This will be the
falsest of all false eags (bad grammar I know..poetic licence). "You aint seen nuttin yet"
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Bigeetch, I agree with you and I think I've seen some small warm up exercises via politicians. It's a good idea to let people know
this is on the agenda. It seems the plan is to invoke so much fear that the worldwide population will be willing to agree to anything
"to have protection" - simply put, it's another version of a "protection racket." But now we've had so many divide and conquer
exercises to "them" it seems unlikely people will band together to help each other. I think that assumption is incorrect.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is my belief "they" have been here for thousands of years and are even working with our military giving them advanced technology;
possibly even our creators. "They" will be used as an excuse that now humanity needs worldwide protection from "them".
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks, Dr Mercola, for expanding on my post yesterday re the Bank of International Settlements (BIS): “Now that weapons of a different
kind are proving more effective, we need to wake up again and perhaps take a closer look at the role of the big bankers such as Goldman
Sachs or the BIS (Bank of International Settlements) both during the second world war and in the present war against humanity. Odd that
Mark Carney, former Governor of the Bank of England is also a graduate of WEF Schwab school of indoctrination that aims to continue
where the Na-zis left off. The role of the U.S., U.K and international banking industry in the ongoing humanitarian disaster is long overdue
as it is rotten to the core.” Banking has a murky and well concealed history of malfeasance.

The BIS has a record of succouring the Na-zis pre and post 1945. A joint creation of the Federal Reserve Bank, the Bank of England and
Hitler’s Nnancial advisors, it remained active as a pretext for post war German reuniNcation and as a precursor to the IMF and other
organisations with undisclosed long term aims. Why have few people heard of it? Because it is a bank for bankers, not the general public
and does not come under scrutiny by our political “representatives”. I do remember constant talk of the “Wirtschaftswunder” that described
post-war Germany, while other economies dragged out a slow recovery after their war effort.

Hmmm. Now we know why.  “Every signiNcant coneict ends in a negotiated peace conference… and establishes further centralization of
power within larger regional bodies …. consistently eroding sovereignty and consolidating power.” It’s tempting to imagine that the
Nuremberg trials put everything to rights but this was not the case. Wars have a purpose other than the obvious one of Nghting against
tyranny. The aftermath of World War II led to what was euphemistically known as the ECSC, the Common Market, the EEC or the EU and the
single currency, the euro.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

hi Cabochon - while not dismissing the DANGERS of the New World Order I was particularly ALARMED by this Stew Peters interview
with Dr Brian Ardiss that Alexandra Bruces's excellent "Forbidden Knowledge" published today - this interview is ABSOLUTELY
AMAZING and vindicates my stance on the pandemic - it is so AMAZING that I beg you all to view it and become awakened -
forbiddenknowledgetv.net/watch-the-water-full-movie  - THIS EXPLAINS EVERYTHING INCLUDING THE NWO !!!!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stan; it seems that you had "snake gates" pegged. I watched that video and the ideas are so far "out there", crazy, insane, stuff of
"conspiracy theories"...well; I've been at this game long enough that I understand how these evil minions operate. Of course, their
methods and motives are totally insane. That's how they protect themselves, as the average zombie refuses to believe that such a
thing could ever be true. As diRcult as it may be to imagine (for most people); there were many good points made, dots connected
and a number of points that we already know to be true.

Once certain connections were explained, things began to make sense (such as the testing of the water, to 'predict outbreaks'). The
same thing is being done here in BC. The most important fact that I've learned over the years, is that everything is theatre!  These
demons that control this civilization are magicians and sorcerers! Lies and deception come easy to them...good is evil, black is
white, up is down and down is up. The average oblivious Lemming will never see the truth!
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy - the snake that consumes the world by swallwing the planet and then is forced to eat its Perhaps most famously, In Norse
mythology, another example of the Ouroboros is Jörmungandr. Also known as the Midgard (world) serpent, Jörmungandr is a giant
sea serpent and the child of the giantess Angrboða and Loki – the trickster of the Norse Gods. According to the Prose Edda, Odin
threw Jörmungandr into the great ocean that encircles the world. He grew so large that he surround Earth, grasping his own tail. It
was said that if the World Serpent were to release its tail, Ragnarök (the end of the world) would begin.own tail called Uroboros is Bill
Gates - "
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“If the American people ever allow private banks to control the issue of their currency, Nrst by ineation, then by deeation, the banks
and corporations that will grow up around [the banks] will deprive the people of all property until their children wake-up homeless on
the continent their fathers conquered. The issuing power should be taken from the banks and restored to the people, to whom it
properly belongs.”  Thomas Jefferson
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"bfr", thanks for that reminder. According to the U.S. Constitution, the Fed. Gov, and only the Fed Gov., controls the monetary system.
Anything else, such as Bitcoins and the like, are just private sector investments, like S&H Trading Stamps on steroids.
www.forbes.com/sites/briandomitrovic/2018/09/07/the-few-words-on-money..
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Control of the USD was surrendered to the banksters in 1913. Since the bankruptcy of 1933, the people have owned nothing through
titles (homeless).
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jan64524
Joined On 5/23/2018 8:09:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah, how did RB end up on Dr. Mercola? Maybe he bought a bunch of vitamins.
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atomheart411
Joined On 8/8/2016 12:32:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here's a bit of a weird thought/question. Trump was always going on about the "deep state". Now you would think that someone in his
position would be a party to that. Why would he make such a big public display over the deep state if he is? So is he mad because he feels
shut out of the deep state himself? Or is he trying to add to the attempts to discredit the idea backhandedly? Does he even think of it in
terms like what's being described here? Thoughts?
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trump was not supposed to win in 2016. Hillary was the ordained Chosen One but lost by more than 2% of the vote. At the time they
could only eip an election in either direction no more than 2%. No longer the case. Trump was upset and didn't initially want the
responsibility of the oRce but his huge ego soon changed all that. He turned out to be the ultimate distraction to enable the true
people in power to operate under the radar behind the scenes. His biggest mistake which caused him to be replaced was he didn't
fully play the Cvd game. He pushed alternative treatments like HCQ and Ivermectin. He and his followers wouldn't wear masks. By
the time he realized he would be ousted, it was too late.

They installed the ultimate puppet who never questions his orders and never waivers. Now Trump is super pushing the jabs trying to
get back in the club. He will make a great distraction once again for the 2024 election. However never fall for the good politician bad
politician! Every single one is completely bought, sold, evil, corrupt and dangerous. The only difference is they play a different
character on the stage in the play. That is to keep the people totally divided and powerless. No politician is ever permitted to rise
past a mayor without selling their soul over and over. Watch Donny boy always eashing the OK sign. It's not OK it is 6 6 6.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

brianallen1, ding, ding, ding, ding, ding!!!! Now if we could only convince the other 300 million in this country that they are being set
up as a red team, blue team in order to keep them divided and conquered, maybe then would we have a chance at taking control of
our country.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

har, eliminate the red vs blue division and the people are still divided by: race, income, age, religion, vaxs, masks, liberalism, LGBT
disagreements, green extremists, GMOs, media, "science", countries, on and on and on. Never in history have the people been so
divided, clueless and powerless. Hell, they can't even agree about how many genders there are!
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mzilavy
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:16:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The environmental “green” movement is doomed to fail, as there simply aren’t enough mineral resources." Not with 7.8 billion of us using
the resources. It seems clear they want us dead.
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Off topic, but important new info...rumble.com/v10myhi-4.11.22-patriot-streetNghter-interview-w-dr.-bryan..
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anthony.aaron47
Joined On 10/20/2021 12:55:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Start with this article and follow the links within it … Whitney Webb is one of THE best at this topic …
unlimitedhangout.com/2022/03/investigative-reports/the-rhodes-scholars..  Cynthia Chung is also on top of this … 
www.strategic-culture.org/.../cynthia-chung
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sbwinfam
Joined On 6/29/2014 10:52:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are Nghting a spiritual battle represented in our physical and as such.. the adversary hates God and his ppl…that means anyone who
walks with HIM. Soros is German and Hates the Jews just like Hitler tried to use the church against them. This is about them against God,
their hatred of God and they can only take it out on His ppl because they can’t touch God.  Satan tried and lost and knows that. Let’s not
keep the hatred going against groups of ppl as a whole..but look at the individual because that is exactly how God is going to judge.
Remember this is a rehearsal in the physical for our spiritual place. He is in control and we need to stay focused.

Yes, we need to pray for others even when it’s hard, that is love but we have lost touch when we stopped teaching there are absolutes of
God, discipline and punishment.  We wanted motivational speakers instead of biblical teachers and we didn’t want to feel Convicted in our
wrong choices or study to show thyself approved and we didn’t want to take the time to teach Gods absolutes and teachings to our children;
they choose for themselves which means we gave them up to society. We got lazy as believers, prospered, ate the fattened calf and forgot
to Bless HIS name and be Thankful! Let’s do that now!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

>>>>   thegreateststorynevertold.tv   <<<>>> Sbwinfam.........maybe see the Other Side of the Brain washing Coin.....most the world
were fed only one side of the 'Coin"   <<<<>>>>  www.bitchute.com/.../hWEgCSVUSiMU   <<<< Maybe open your brainwashed eyes
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

blocked?
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sandramarie108
Joined On 9/27/2021 2:34:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree. The evil have tried to destroy all the spiritual places in all the countries they have invaded. Spiritual/non-physical is 90% of
existance so they are wasting their efforts and instead destroying their own souls and future on every level. They all have enough to
retire and live a good life. Why they are trying to ruin the lives of others is very ignorant of them- useless effort.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Soros was born a Jew in Budapest Hungry to a Jewish Family
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

sbwinfam ....  " Soros is German and Hates the Jews just like Hitler tried to use the church against them" << not true
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LillyTilly
Joined On 4/21/2014 5:05:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mrrobb, thanks for correcting that grave error. "They" also say Klaus Schwab is German... but he is a ***. Interestingly he tried to hide
the ancestry of his real mother.
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californiawoman
Joined On 5/5/2010 5:13:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola. With all due respect, you probably don't want to incite your audience but in my humble opinion not enough people have turned
to God for help to turn this around yet.  It is too all encompassing and at the moment evil is getting the upper hand. This is a spiritual war
and dealing with it only on the physical plane is futile. The Bible gives examples of how to turn this around and gives us hope.
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hucifer
Joined On 4/17/2008 8:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've been waiting for someone to say this. YES, Bible prophecy is being fulNlled and we should all learn to trust God and only God.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These are the "End Times" and Revelation makes it very clear that this "will be a time of great suffering". We all have to get our own
house in order; but we can not change what's coming. The "God of this world" will get what's coming to him. Until then; he has the
mindless minions under his spell.
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree this is a spiritual battle. It is shocking to me to even say those words, but a lot has changed during the past 2-3 years and my
eyes have been opened.
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catladyjan
Joined On 11/17/2021 6:16:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Californiawoman, you are ABSOLUTELY correct in your statement above. This IS spiritual and all in the Bible.....As frightening as all
this is, we have to remember that GOD IS THE ONE IN CONTROL and these evildoers will be dealt with.....Psalm 37. We have to pray,
pray, and repent of our sins.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

1 John 5:19   What is the essence of being a "human being?" "We are not physical beings having a spiritual experience; we are
spiritual beings having a physical experience." Pierre Teilhard de Chardin    What are we?
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trust God but tie your camel. --Persian proverb (Meaning, do the footwork).
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Country_Me
Joined On 7/5/2008 11:40:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To get more people to turn to God they have to see God's love and the only way they will see that is through those that are truly
Christians! Too many so called Christians spread their message with hate and by trying to force others to do what they think. I know
there are really Christians that have the love of God but the others is what turns some people off of Christianity! Even the Bible reads
we will be known by our LOVE to each other! Not hate. It doesn't read we will be known by how right we are. We can teach God's word
in a way that we still come across as loving each other. Just remember God doesn't force us so we can not force others, either.
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drc80761
Joined On 8/11/2016 4:11:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good Day Californiawoman - would you please post some quotes from the Bible of how to turn this around. I only know of "If God is
for you, who can be against you." and "Be still and I will Nght for you, the LORD." Thank you
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WillieBe
Joined On 8/23/2021 11:23:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am sure that our grandparents and ancestors who lived through the WWI, the Great Depression and WWII also thought that they
were living through the end times described in Revelations. The difference between then and now, is that through technology and the
internet, we have become more aware of the events, intentions, and identities of those pulling the strings behind the curtain. While I
believe that everyone needs to get themselves right with God, I also believe that we need to keep “one eye open” because the evil
doers in this world may intentionally be using the words of the Holy Bible to plan their destruction, in an effort to make Christians
around the world docile. If this is indeed a spiritual war, then we must think outside the box in terms of psychological warfare.
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sussmuss
Joined On 6/4/2009 1:04:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes...... we have been taught that God does not exist with pejorative terms and slanders used everywhere to hide this fact that with
God we have enormous power!   So true californiawoman!   Armor of God and Nght on the spiritual plane! The churches have been
nutered at the level of the schools that teach a person how to become a church leader....... just like everything they have inNltrated
the biblical schools!
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fanofjesus
Joined On 1/3/2012 1:41:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree with you that it's really just a spiritual battle, and that yes, evil is getting the upper hand. However, what confuses me about
Nghting this evil is that to me, all that's happening lines up with biblical prophecy of the "end times". Thus, it seems that God intends
for satan to eventually ,manage to subdue the whole earth and rule it. So, I wonder why we should Nght against any of these events
of the nwo (read: "the beast" and "the antichrist"), and why we should rather be trying to help as many people as possible to be able
to endure what's coming by turning to Jesus for all the help and grace He provides to all that ask Him for it.
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AceAttorney
Joined On 8/6/2021 12:59:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CAWoman, could you please post some of those verses for us to meditate on? Thanks!!
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lilitu_adamah
Joined On 2/1/2021 3:06:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God is just the teddy bear or the doll that the baby embraces. The devil is that energy that wants to pull your doll, which you still in
your arms, so you have mature; that is to be your self as God himself is
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"God is a concept, by which we measure our pain."--John Lennon
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stanley2
Joined On 4/12/2011 3:43:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A thesis that unscrambles the book of Revelation, a good summary of end time event chronology. Skip to pages 70, 71, and 72 for a
quick overview, also read a few of the Nrst pages to reveal the authors methodology. Seventy to eighty pages is a lot, but you may
Nnd that it becomes all interesting enough to easily hold your attention, after all, it is Gods’ word, and it could not be more relevant,
right now.  rts.edu/.../201307-Macintyre-Ian.pdf
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resumeperfect1aim.com
Joined On 10/11/2021 2:38:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola for opening up this topic and californiawoman to cause some to be curious. Ray Comfort is telling about all of
the Covid and this monitary possibility. www.youtube.com/watch   Luke 21:28 "When these things begin to happen, stand up and lift
up your heads, because your redemption is drawing near.” With many people are having many different takes on what the Mark of the
Beast may be, how can we recognize it when it's here? Is this related? It is not what you think...but what is the truth? And how to we
navigate the time and what is our hope?  God Bless www.fullyfreeNlms.com as well.
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arnopi1
Joined On 6/3/2021 8:29:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is NOT a spiritual war. It's a war of savages that are attacking civilized people. The savages are those that control us with
UNCIVILIZED METHODS, and fake money and fake news are precisely that. Civilized people don't do that. They treat each other in
decent ways, tell the truth, and exchange ***EQUAL VALUE*** in their commerce. The money counterfeiters' paper coupons are not
equal value for anything. That's the long and short of it.  Declaring this war spiritual is a cop-out, like saying there is not much we can
do. We have to wait for God to save us. The truth is that the few savages could be squashed by the vast majority of civilized people...
IF they just faced reality and acknowledged what the real problem is. Griping on forums is not good enough. Nothing will happen
until **WE** Nnally move our asses and go against the savages. If God wanted to save us from them, He would have done it long
ago.
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mct5685
Joined On 12/22/2021 5:36:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would like to know what to fo with the small amount if money that I have
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As someone with experience - "What you own, ends up owning you."  Suggest a low overhead, we tend to under estimate the high
cost of possession. Get a journal and write down all expenditures. Then review and prioritize them (every week) - know where your
money is going and why. Create a budget. Master the concept of "lost opportunity costs."  If you need something, rent or borrow it.
Be a good shopper, never purchase retail. Don't get a dog, I love dogs but they are expensive to care for. My best purchases - tools
(saved me a small fortune in car and home repairs) and learn to use them. Learn to cook, thus a good chief's knife quantity pots and
pans (yard sales).

Get a bicycle.   Take advantage of free recreation - parks, hikes, libraries, etc. Get quality books for your reference library.  Invest in
yourself. Join Toastmasters. Listen to educational podcasts. Recommend Steven PressNeld - "Achieving Your Unlived Life."
brilliantpersonaldevelopmenttips.blogspot.com/2017/09/achieving-your-u..  . Turn Pro. Become Intelligent.  Invest in Vanguard Total
Stock Market Index Mutual Fund and dollar cost average your purchases. Develop a long term mindset.  Understand the important
things in life, and keep the important things, the important things. Don't get "played."
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kbam0eld
Joined On 11/7/2009 1:12:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Augustine Carlstens WONT make it as he obviously looks unwell but the message is clear from the FF
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Joined On 6/17/2010 5:03:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

While Russel Brand seems to be an activist Nghting tyranny, I must admit I wonder about his real motives. The 33 tattooed on his wrist Nrst
alerted me, so I searched and found this video, which seems to conNrm my concerns: https://youtu.be/6q_dFbbW9WE . I hope my
suspicions are wrong.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/13/2022 12:00:47 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

kbam0eld
Joined On 11/7/2009 1:12:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

sure we all have an agenda we all have a passed that we are not proud of however this shapes people to what they are today and the
future he was a substance abuser that went on to have 5.4 subscriptions to his pod casts I listen to them each day and as he says
write in the comments below what you think Sometimes I dont agree however his research team does a good job in reporting peer
reviewed studies and fact check by newspapers or pharma companies reviewed studies (coneict of interests there) I think he has
the power to open up debate and not be fed media controlled narrative (75% of budgets for the media come from companies with
intrinsic interests in getting their agenda and narrative across Without people like Russell (and others) we would not get a balanced
opinion open for debate

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/13/2022 12:27:32 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

prune unit
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:37:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Did you look at that guy's other videos? He thinks his eyes are "shapeshifting reptillian eyes".

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/13/2022 2:37:24 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi, Health Activist. The narrator of the video reminds me of someone who may have a mental illness. His voice is diRcult to listen to.
I worked with the mentally ill and can sometimes see the personality through the illness. I don't write that to be arrogant, just that
you can have a mental illness and not necessarily have ambition to be honest and positive.  Russell was a full blown addict. He now
has a wife and two small children. His wife's a really nice person. Because of his own experiences he's so good at helping people
with similar problems. His thought process is extremely fast and he tends to get manic at times. I don't mean that as an insult either;
it's part of who he is.

This video is the narrator's interpretation of his personal dislikes overlaid on who Russell Brand is with strong insinuation that "he's
no good." You could say a million things about Russell due to his history. He tries to infer that he's hiding pedophilia - and in the
children's book he wrote, the Pied Piper looks like him wearing a suit that has a pattern like the eoor in a Freemason's Lodge. Russell
uses hand signals, the whole nine yards. The 33 tattooed on his wrist must mean he's a 33rd Degree Mason. Russell was annoyed
with the inference about Masonry and he gave a short sharp answer that it's about the time Jesus lived in.

Freemasons and Jews are favourite pinatas some people, often due to their family history, like to attack. My father and his father
were Masons and I was married to one whose uncle pushed him into it. No women belong, secret handshakes, how old's your mother
(how old is your lodge?) Masonic weddings are economical because if they're in the Lodge, no alcohol is served. Wives of Masons
sometimes belong to The Eastern Star. My father was a wonderful man and my ex would be involved with taking over the world if
that is what Freemasons are up to. I think Russell's trying to help, not hinder.
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health_activist
Joined On 6/17/2010 5:03:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, prune unit - that part does seem to discredit the fellow who made the video. But there was a lot of stuff in the Nrst section that I
found disturbing. I am aware Brand is supposed to have 'cleaned up his act' - but I have to admit I am still skeptical about his
motives.
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health_activist
Joined On 6/17/2010 5:03:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for your comments, Retsbew. I'm certainly not implying all Freemasons are evil. My brother-in-law is also a member, and he
is a good man. But there have been disturbing revelations from former Freemasons about those higher up in the ranks - like this one:
rumble.com/vhgzmp-insider-exposes-freemasonry-as-worlds-oldest-religio.. . Unfortunately it is very long and often rambling, and I
can't verify how much of it is true, but it is certainly thought provoking.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Russel Brand was never one I felt comfortable watching or listening to. I always felt he lead up to something then changed to subject
before he got to the next bit if you see what I mean. His eamboyant character seems very over the top, just too much for me. But
that's only my opinion. I intuitively prefer a more calming ineuence. Thanks Dr. Mercola for this article with the background to the
secret societies and the covid / war as a means to fear and distractions and control. In school I remember being taught about Cecil
Rhodes and the British Empire etc. My uncle was one of the Nrst to leave Scotland and go to Rhodesia (named after Cecil Rhodes
now renamed Zimbabwe) that was 75 years ago and the family had a tobacco farm there. They had a privilege lifestyle compared to
us by the pictures they sent my parents. However they are long dead and my cousins are also dead but their offspring whom I have
lost touch with are scattered in Zimbabwe, Durban and USA
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't trust anyone who works in the "entertainment" industry. Youtube doesn't seem to have any problem with him. That could be
signiNcant! Youtube isn't exactly known for promoting the truth. www.youtube.com/results
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health_activist
Joined On 6/17/2010 5:03:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randyfast - I fully agree about YouTube. In fact, had the same thoughts myself about Russell Brand not being censored.  MoMac46 -
I Nnd it very hard to watch him too, for the same reasons you stated.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sometimes it is very diRcult to recognize wolves when they are dressed in sheep's clothing. Russell Brand's "dressing" comes via his
ability to avoid censorship.
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dgrinde
Joined On 2/15/2011 12:12:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't forget Rhodes scholars comes from Oxford U and that is the same group printing all the CI ScoNeld bibles and fabled pre tribulation
rapture theory. It's a con. A conNdece game to get Christians in on an unholy alliance with evil. Zionism is in the heart of the nwo for global
rule.  See sweetliberty.com greatest hoax or the Marshall report. This the great deception mentioned in the bible.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Dgrinde, The greatest hoax is a very good article about the bible, explaining how Jesus words were misused and twisted to
turn Christianity into a Jewish/Freemasonry version. www.sweetliberty.org/.../greatesthoax.htm  Dgrinde, about The Marshall report,
do you mean this site diannemarshallreport.com  But which article? Please give a link. The WEF is the Zionism version of the NWO
(agenda 21/2030) to get global control.  ~~~~  If they want a "green NWO" without oil, this will sink the Petrol Dollar. The Dollar was
powerful as it was use for trade, which was use worldwide to be about 77% a few decades ago, but now it has go down to around
55%.

Because of the Ukraine war Russia is blocked from the money system Swift, so no trade in dollars possible, so now Russia sell their
oil to China in return for Yuan payment. This mean even less trade in dollars. Also Saudi Arabia don't trust the future in dollars
anymore and want to change to different currencies. And there are more countries who think like this. All this could lead to the
collapse of the dollar and a big Nnancial crises, because then nobody will buy US treasury bonds anymore. .
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The last of Cecil Rhoades was his head on a pike while children threw camel turds at his severed head. No place left to put a crown
on his superior head.
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bahmi0
Joined On 8/13/2010 8:00:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right on!!
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Brocephus
Joined On 8/3/2021 7:30:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Preterist nonsense.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pete; there are many different "versions" of the Bible. Here's what Revelation has to say about it: "Revelation 22:18-19 King James
Version 18 For I testify unto every man that heareth the words of the prophecy of this book, If any man shall add unto these things,
God shall add unto him the plagues that are written in this book: 19 And if any man shall take away from the words of the book of
this prophecy, God shall take away his part out of the book of life, and out of the holy city, and from the things which are written in
this book." I believe that Deuteronomy also mentions it.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pete - Josephus testiNed that Jesus was a pious and religious Jew that would not compromise his faith to the Roman Paganism -
the Romans cruciNed Jesus as a patriotic nationalist Jew who followed Mosaic Law and belonged to a group that were called
Zealots
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stanley, what you say about who Jesus was, is a different subject. What Dgrinde article and me are talking about is that the bible was
deliberate translated wrongly from Greek, so they can put Hadephobia (fear of hell) into people, as a way to control them, like the
catholic did. Jesus didn't belonged to a group called Zealots, because they rebelled against Romans, but Jesus did not. Jesus said in
Mark 12:17 "Give the Caesar (Roman emperor) what belongs to Caesar and give God what belongs to God."  If you want to connect
Jesus to a group it should be to John the Baptist, who was not a Zealot either. Andrew and John are 2 apostles who Nrst were
followers of John the Baptist.

Like John the Baptist Jesus goes to the desert and speaks about living water. Followers of John the Baptist still exist today,
en.wikipedia.org/.../Mandaeism  Still today they have this ritual to be submerge in living water (a river) which is a symbol of God to
cleanse the sin.   Jesus at the water well, told in John 4:1-42, In short, Jesus told a Samaritan, who lived in sin according to Jewish
law, that He had come to offer her living water, the kind that “will become in them a spring of water welling up to eternal life”
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correspondencecommitte
Joined On 12/24/2020 10:00:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Video: Monopoly — Who Owns the World? r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RpCRxXE7XzAwJnKgdkBtF9Fp1Zd4bYH9eoTljsKbdAql6v..
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for the share, can't wait to watch!
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Galeforce
Joined On 12/29/2012 9:03:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Humans don't deserve this planet - all we do is destroy it and each other. We haven't evolved as sentient beings, and at this rate we will
never get the chance.
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BigKetch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yours is a good example of how mind manipulation works. The greates weapons of manipulators are beliefs. Why do you think
millions have gone off to war in our past...BELIEFS...from God os on our side, to " we better get them befor they get us"...and the beat
goes on.....
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dgrinde
Joined On 2/15/2011 12:12:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are evolving from perfection to destruction.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bologna about the 'Anglo-Saxon elite'. The hearts of all men are the issue & neither Laodicea nor Rome is Anglo-Saxon. The waters upon
which the whore sitteth are peoples, and multitudes, and nations and tongues. The only places where sound monetary policy and pushback
against the world's pyramidal elitist & layered Babylonians order where the few manipulate, exploit, use & merchandise the many is where
the word of God has gone & been received conscientiously & savingly to freedom indeed by suRcient numbers of the whosoevers of the
populace in truth & sincerity, w/ integrity, that God might bless it.

John 8 KJB.  It can only freely be offered or received, never forced, or else it becomes its opposite.  - As freedom indeed is blessed, that
brings expanding freedom& prosperity so that people presume& assume it will always be so,& that it is of their own goodness &effort,& not
by God's grace & mercy that it is so: not the norm, but the exception to the general course & rule of history.

It also brings temptation, & those seeking illegitimate gain begin seeking ways to evade lawful& legitimate limits to power& violation by
craft,to centralize power, & to distance the people from God's protecting word& blessing,& Nnally even from truth, so that God gives them
over to their idolatrous desire, top to bottom, bottom to top, & they, receiving their desire realize late, if at all, that it was just another
variation on Satan's lies & false promises. Then you get the 2 Peter 2&3 & Jude fake licentiousness 'freedom', & the subtil antichrist
irrational & mysticism of the gnostics with their false history, philosophy & tradition cut lose from truth as the epistles of John KJB.

At the bottom of the cultural slide comes the Sodomite confusion, violence & violation, in the order of Romans 1 KJB. Finally comes
judgment...on individual nations, & Nnally the world & that last antichrist blasphemy coming as the Lord gathers the nations to
judgment&they still think its all of them.
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mir8793
Joined On 8/6/2016 1:29:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where does crypto currency Nt into this?
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BigKetch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another ploy mir. When in history has any government allowed an alternate currency? Its called counterfeiting.....A big weapon in war
time ! ANY signiNcant event made public in the last Nfty years is a ploy. It went upnotch with 9 11, which was a great test of the level
of cognizant dissonance in the general public.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mir...here's an expert on said topic, convo starts at 1:30  www.silverdoctors.com/headlines/world-news/catherine-austin-Ntts-bitc..
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ral4943
Joined On 1/16/2018 1:04:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The elite are actually NOT Anglo-Saxon. The old records, aka the bible, tell us. For a comprehensive summary read: Who is Esau/Edom by
Charles Wiseman. The bible also tells us the end of the story - and it's not in favor of the elite, not the Edomites, not the jews. Israel are HIS
chosen people. But who really is Israel of Yehovah? It is NOT the jewish state. It is not those who worship Hashem.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Jewish state is commonly confused with its people. They are far from the same. People need to keep that in mind.
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ShiverHinge
Joined On 11/9/2014 4:20:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Who then? Reptoids from Orion's Belt?
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VickyD.
Joined On 10/4/2021 11:44:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dearest Dr. Mercola, staff, Gui and everyone on this forum: Facts stated here describe very clearly what is going on in the world that can be
seen. Please, please take the next step forward. Please read the Bible: it is all described there, including the facts that we will not be able to
buy or sell, that most people will have a personal, implanted I.D., that people will be controlled by a group/an individual, and more. We
cannot really change what will happen in the world (it WILL happen just like the many other prophesies have been fulNlled), but *each
individual can absolutely change his/her personal situation*! Very dear Dr. Mercola, and everyone here: what we can each do is seek God
and change our personal, spiritual condition. How? Please read carefully my next comments below.
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VickyD.
Joined On 10/4/2021 11:44:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

1) Go sincerely to God, acknowledge that you have offended him in many different ways (we all –you- have lied; we all –you- have
stolen at least once, even a small little thing; we all –you- have lusted in our hearts, we all –you- have used God's name in vain; we all
–you- have ignored God throughout life; we all –you- have hurt other people; plus -insert your own here-). 2) Crucial: REPENT of
those actions, with all your heart. Understand you have offended your loving Creator and the God of the universe. Then genuinely ask
Him for forgiveness. HE WILL FORGIVE YOU NO MATTER WHAT. This is His promise, you can be assured of that.

3) Acknowledge you, just like I do, deserve a penalization for those actions. That penalization is a spiritual one: your soul will be
separated from God for eternity, because those actions have already separated you from Him on earth. In other words, your spiritual
state on earth (separated from Him versus together with Him) when you die deNnes your spiritual state after you die (separated from
Him versus together with Him). Bad news? You bet! HOWEVER, God loves you so very much that He does NOT want you to be
separated from Him eternally. And yet, He is an extremely Just, Rightful and Lawful God. He must exercise justice.

How did/does He solve this apparently unresolvable problem of ours? THIS: He had “someone” pay for the penalization WE deserve.
That someone is His beloved Son Jesus Christ. He died on the cross in YOUR place and in MY place! That's how He solved/solves
our worst problem in this life: He has paid for your penalty and mine with Himself; He is our substitute. This is His indescribable gift
to us: the salvation of our souls! 4) Accept the Gift. Tell Him you do take His precious gift of Jesus Christ and His sacriNce for you.
Ask Him to come into your heart and cleanse you from all your unrighteous actions and thoughts.
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VickyD.
Joined On 10/4/2021 11:44:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And HE WILL! Your soul will be saved from the deserved penalization; you will be reunited and reconciled with Him and you will
spend eternity with Him. It is his PERFECT PLAN! Please take a short while to watch one or more of these four videos. They are all
short, very clear, and beautiful. www.gotquestions.org/plan-of-salvation.html   bible.org/.../gods-plan-salvation  
www.chick.com/.../article   https/.../watch   In Spanish: www.youtube.com/watch
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VickyD.
Joined On 10/4/2021 11:44:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Most importantly, here is the Biblical foundation for my previous comments: Psalms 3:8 - Salvation belongeth unto the LORD: thy
blessing is upon thy people. Psalms 37:39 - But the salvation of the righteous is of the LORD: he is their strength in the time of
trouble. Psalms 60:5 - That thy beloved may be delivered; save with thy right hand, and hear me. Psalms 62:1 - Truly my soul waiteth
upon God: from him cometh my salvation. Matthew 7:21 - Not every one that saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the kingdom
of heaven; but he that doeth the will of my Father which is in heaven.

John 3:16 - 3:21 - For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not perish,
but have everlasting life. For God sent not his Son into the world to condemn the world; but that the world through him might be
saved. He that believeth on him is not condemned: but he that believeth not is condemned already, because he hath not believed in
the name of the only begotten Son of God. And this is the condemnation, that light is come into the world, and men loved darkness
rather than light, because their deeds were evil.

For every one that doeth evil hateth the light, neither cometh to the light, lest his deeds should be reproved. But he that doeth truth
cometh to the light, that his deeds may be made manifest, that they are wrought in God. John 6:44 - No man can come to me, except
the Father which hath sent me draw him: and I will raise him up at the last day. John 14:6 - Jesus saith unto him, I am the way, the
truth, and the life: no man cometh unto the Father, but by me.
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VickyD.
Joined On 10/4/2021 11:44:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Acts 2:36 - 2:41 - Therefore let all the house of Israel know assuredly, that God hath made that same Jesus, whom ye have cruciNed,
both Lord and Christ. Now when they heard this, they were pricked in their heart, and said unto Peter and to the rest of the apostles,
Men and brethren, what shall we do? Then Peter said unto them, Repent, and be baptized every one of you in the name of Jesus
Christ for the remission of sins, and ye shall receive the gift of the Holy Ghost. For the promise is unto you, and to your children, and
to all that are afar off, even as many as the Lord our God shall call.

Acts 4:12 - Neither is there salvation in any other: for there is none other name under heaven given among men, whereby we must be
saved. Acts 16:30 - 16:31 And brought them out, and said, Sirs, what must I do to be saved? And they said, Believe on the Lord Jesus
Christ, and thou shalt be saved, and thy house. Acts 28:28 - Be it known therefore unto you, that the salvation of God is sent unto the
Gentiles, and that they will hear it. Romans 6:14 - For sin shall not have dominion over you: for ye are not under the law, but under
grace.

Romans 10:9 - That if thou shalt confess with thy mouth the Lord Jesus, and shalt believe in thine heart that God hath raised him
from the dead, thou shalt be saved. Ephesians 2:8 - 2:9 - For by grace are ye saved through faith; and that not of yourselves: it is the
gift of God: Not of works, lest any man should boast. Titus 3:5 - Not by works of righteousness which we have done, but according to
his mercy he saved us, by the washing of regeneration, and renewing of the Holy Ghost;
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sandramarie108
Joined On 9/27/2021 2:34:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many of the religious texts have changed over time to weaken and put fear and guilt in people. Also, many contradictions in their teachings.
Believe in only the good that can and will come if we focus on it. The Light is always stronger than the darkness and good is always
stronger than evil. Those evil organizations are self destructive because they do not function within Divine Law and inevitably will fail-
BELIEIVE THIS!!!!  The "green" energy sources- solar, wind, etc are the way of the future and do not cause destruction and poisoning of
people and the environment like the toxic evil oil, coal, and chemical industries.

We are currently in a cycle of our planet, solar system? in which the industrial systems will fall apart. The Photon Belt of Light is here and
will diffuse away all harmful darkness- this is diRcult to explain further. Believe in that which you wish to happen-  economic freedom,
freedom of travel, monetary freedom, health freedom, freedom of whatever we wish within Divine Law. Remind people to participate in
advocacy to maintain this freedom so people remember it is our Birthright! (Dont fall into the distractions as Mercola described above, as
that is exactly what they are distractions- the wars, the scary local, national and world news, even the national and world sports events are
distractions- ways for you to spend and waste your money on something not even really beneNcial to you.

Dont waste your time, your money, your energy on anything that doesn't serve or help you to become a better you. Protect your soul and
health because they are trying to take that from you with their brainwashing, conditioning, fear, poisons, etc. You are born here to create
your life and grow, and serve your special purpose, not to be their puppet or slave or fool.
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HealthHopes
Joined On 3/12/2010 2:53:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is anyone else having trouble paragraphing when posting their comments? Or does anyone have a suggestion as to how to remedy this
problem?
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, and it drives me crazy.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is frustrating to say the least. I thus keep my posts short (no one is complaining about that).  But when I do have a longer post - it
is a mess. I have a hard time comprehending what I just wrote - do to the lack of formatting.
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brightlight4
Joined On 4/23/2009 8:43:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I read that the FED economic system is being eliminated and Trump and Putin are helping to install NESARA and GESARA, which is backed
by real gold, previously hidden underground by the Vatican and the very wealthy, etc. So if NESARA and GESARA are going to be installed
the New World Order gang won't be able to do what they are planning to do surely?
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health_activist
Joined On 6/17/2010 5:03:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've heard that too - but my gut feeling is it is disinformation to pacify and distract those of us who are waking up, while 'they' get on
with their dirty work. I hope I'm wrong.
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deelite
Joined On 2/28/2008 12:01:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Russell Brand is one of the highest, ranking Masons. It's the evil telling us what they're planning, so matter-of-fact, in joking talk-points.
I was watching & studying him throughout 2020, then after learning his associations, quickly unsubscribed.
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Lizschneider53
Joined On 2/4/2021 4:24:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes! True! I read MOST of these 'oppositions' are controlled! That includes Dr David Martin! I don't who to trust anymore! They talk
the talk but most don't walk the walk!  My trust is in the Almighty Jesus Christ!
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BigKetch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ever considered why J.C. stated " My kingdom is not of this world"? Of course it has always been the few who dominate the many via
beliefs.
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brightlight4
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Russell Brand is not a high ranking mason!!! He's Nghting for the truth, the same as Dr. Mercola and evil trolls are trying to destroy
both his and Dr. Mercola's reputation!!!
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Russell Brand is not a high ranking mason!!! He's Nghting for the truth..." So why hasn't he been censored and silenced like the other
truthsayers?
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Martix
Joined On 10/19/2007 4:48:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hear you, and he talk to much !!!!!
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AlexJAzar
Joined On 8/28/2016 6:55:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Requested Scripture.  Ephesians 6:10-20 [10] Finally, my brethren, be strong in the Lord, and in the power of his might.  [11]Put on the whole
armour of God, that ye may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil.  [12]For we wrestle not against eesh and blood, but against
principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.  [13]Wherefore
take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand.  [14]Stand therefore,
having your loins girt about with truth, and having on the breastplate of righteousness;  [15]And your feet shod with the preparation of the
gospel of peace;  [16]Above all, taking the shield of faith, wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the Nery darts of the wicked.

[17]And take the helmet of salvation, and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God:  [18]Praying always with all prayer and
supplication in the Spirit, and watching thereunto with all perseverance and supplication for all saints;  [19]And for me, that utterance may
be given unto me, that I may open my mouth boldly, to make known the mystery of the gospel,  [20]For which I am an ambassador in bonds:
that therein I may speak boldly, as I ought to speak.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

easy to explain..  www.realjewnews.com  who owns the "news Medias"? easy to explain.... Jews . ....>>>>>  
www.bitchute.com/.../hWEgCSVUSiMU    <<<<>>>>  thegreateststorynevertold.tv   <<<<<>>>> History repeated BUT Now with 5G at their
Nngertips....and they being "In Control" of MONEY and POWER... the end is near.....goy!!!
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sandramarie108
Joined On 9/27/2021 2:34:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah, there is deNnitely more about the whole Holocost/War thing then was disclosed. There are many Jews in power in the U.S. and
the whole story doesn't make sense.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Every statistic I could Nnd shows the Jewish population everywhere INCREASED during WW2. Therefore, how could 6 million extra
die?
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brianallen1 Indeeed, especially when 6 million have died or have been dying, every few years since as far back as 1891....
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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its pretty obvious that the holocost was juat another BIG LIE... And Coviddddn was just a"TV Disease"....a well advertised medical
scam
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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But the facts of the m,atter are If ya had a Jab or 4.....you body is full with Graphene Oxide ....making you a Big Traget for 5G and
other RF radiating devises like cell phones and bluetooth and WiFi and 5G and 4G and smartmeters and many more.....so there never
was any Covid or Delta or Morons BS.......its all been RF Radiation Poisoning.....wake up people
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

On a Radar scope, Graphene Oxides make you 'light up' like a christmas tree......now when you are "Activated' by 5G or cell phones or
WiFi or any other RF emitting device ,like your smart appliances or smart lightbulbs ....and there are all over you house or
apts..computers Tablets TV etc etc.......you are being 'cooked' ........and after people get 'cooked' they falter...and the medical
scammers jump in and label you with Covid or Delta or some other imaginary 'disease'..........wake Up !!!!
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dusty35
Joined On 1/3/2017 11:31:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WE SEE THE TRUE MEANING IN EVERYTHING THE NWO STANDS FOR IN THE CURSE THAT IS RUNNING OUR COUNTRY RIGHT NOW IN
CANADA , LIKE A SNAKE HE KEEPS CHANGING HIS TACTICS , HE PROMOTES SOME DISASTER, THEN RUNS AND HIDES, THEN
REAPPEARS AND STARTS SOMETHING ALL OVER AGAIN , BUT ITS ALLWAYS THE SAME RESULT, TRYING TO Take AWAY OR CONTROL
OUR LIBERTIES HE IS A CHAMPION OF THE MOASIST STYLE SYSTEM LUCKLY ITS BEEN BLOWING UP IN HIS FACE LATELY , WE KNOW HE
HAS HELP FROM ATHER WORLD LEADERS THAT HAVENT SHOWN THEIR FACES YET
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mrrobb
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just hang the scammer ,treasonous piece of sh!t....... rope at the Dollar Tree is $1.25.....and reusabe for the rest of the
scammers.......prolly get 50 or more with one rope......price breakdown..maybe .03 a politician........might as well get the majority of
the sh!t out of a Canadians Hair :)
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How do you spend gold, like buying a loaf of bread, or paying an electric bill?
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BigKetch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A question Ive been asking for a few years in different forums. No answer, because there is none. Just another ploy. That stage
started with the removal of the gold standard. A clear step for those who have seen the bigger picture for decades.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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I have no teeth; but even if I did...I'm pretty sure that you can't eat gold!
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What Is Counterparty Risk? Counterparty risk is the likelihood or probability that one of those involved in a transaction might default
on its contractual obligation. Counterparty risk can exist in credit, investment, and trading transactions. _____Who is to say the baker
will accept $5.00 for his loaf of bread? Maybe he wants a gallon of gasoline?   Gold has no Counterparty Risk. Gold is gold.  But
when the "*** hits the fan" - I will take the gasoline.
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brianallen1
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Gold comes in 1/8 ounce coins, about $250 USD. Silver ounces are about $25. Maybe a loaf of bread WILL trade for $25.
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Particularly if you have it in a chunk worth some thousands.  I only have a little but the little I have is in gold and I won't be part of the
digital currency plan.  Good question! :)
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You go to a dealer that buys gold and you exchange it for cash and vice versa.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

"You go to a dealer that buys gold and you exchange it for cash and vice versa." That is now, but how do you exchange gold when
cash is no longer recognized.
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Go to SD Bullion and purchase a bag of $10 face value of 90% junk silver for $245.00. Four quarters are worth approx $25.00 in
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Not on this post but I must be. I put my heart and soul into many posts and almost never a response. Even when my posts are
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